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As technology scaling slows down and only provides diminishing improve-
ments in general-purpose processor performance, computing systems are in-
creasingly relying on customized accelerators to meet the performance and en-
ergy efficiency requirements of emerging applications. For example, today’s
mobile SoCs rely on accelerators to perform compute-intensive tasks, and dat-
acenters are starting to deploy accelerators for applications such as web search
and machine learning. This trend is expected to continue and future systems
will contain more specialized accelerators. However, the traditional hardware-
oriented accelerator design methodology is costly and inefficient because it re-
quires significant manual effort in the design process. This development model
is unsustainable in the future where a wide variety of accelerators are expected
to be designed for a large number of applications. To solve this problem, the
development cost of accelerators must be drastically reduced, which calls for
more productive design methodologies that can create high-quality accelerators
with low manual effort.
This thesis addresses the above challenge with architectural frameworks
that combine novel accelerator architectures with automated design and optimization
frameworks to enable designing high-performance and energy-efficient accelera-
tors with minimal manual effort. Specifically, the first part of the thesis proposes
a framework for automatically generating accelerators that can effectively toler-
ate long, variable memory latencies, which improves performance and reduces
design effort by removing the need to manually create data preloading logic.
The framework leverages architecture mechanisms such as memory prefetch-
ing and access/execute decoupling, as well as automated compiler analysis to
generate accelerators that can intelligently preload data needed in the future
from the main memory.
The second part of the thesis proposes a framework for building parallel ac-
celerators that leverage concepts from task-based parallel programming, which
enables software programmers to quickly create high-performance accelerators
using familiar parallel programming paradigms, without needing to know low-
level hardware design knowledge. The framework uses a computation model
that supports dynamic parallelism in addition to static parallelism, and includes
a flexible architecture that supports dynamic scheduling to enable mapping a
wide range of parallel applications to hardware accelerators and achieve good
performance. In addition, we designed a unified language that can be mapped
to both software and hardware, enabling programmers to create parallel soft-
ware and parallel accelerators in a unified framework.
The third part of the thesis proposes a framework that enables accelerators
to perform intelligent dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to achieve
good energy-efficiency for interactive and real-time applications. The frame-
work combines program analysis and machine learning to train predictors that
can accurately predict the computation time needed for each job, and adjust the
DVFS levels to reduce the energy consumption.
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As technology scaling slows down and only provides diminishing improve-
ments in general-purpose processor performance, computing systems are in-
creasingly relying on customized accelerators to meet the performance and en-
ergy efficiency requirements of emerging applications. For example, today’s
mobile SoCs rely on accelerators to perform compute-intensive tasks such as
multimedia processing and face recognition [10,89], and datacenters are starting
to deploy FPGA and ASIC accelerators for applications such as web search [87]
and machine learning [56]. This trend is expected to continue and future
systems will contain more specialized accelerators. However, the traditional
hardware-oriented accelerator design methodology is costly and inefficient be-
cause it requires significant manual effort in the design process. As a result,
only the most widely used applications today are able to amortize the high de-
velopment cost and benefit from accelerators. This development model is un-
sustainable in the future where a wide variety of accelerators are expected to
be designed for a large number of applications. To address this problem, the
development cost of accelerators must be drastically reduced, which calls for
more productive design methodologies that can create high-quality accelerators
with low manual effort.
1.1 Background
In the past five decades, the landscape of semiconductor technology scaling has
been largely governed by two laws: Moore’s law [71] and Dennard scaling [38].
Moore’s law states that the number of transistors that can be economically fit
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onto an integrated circuit doubles with each technology generation. Dennard
scaling states that when voltages are scaled along with transistor dimensions,
metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) can be made to
switch faster, and at the same time, consume less power. For decades, computer
architects have successfully harnessed architecture scaling, enabled by Moore’s
law, and frequency scaling, enabled by Dennard scaling, to design microproces-
sors with exponentially higher clock frequencies and new architecture features,
achieving tremendous growth in performance and energy efficiency.
Unfortunately, technology scaling is becoming increasingly more difficult
today. Dennard scaling started to break down around the mid-2000s, when it
became clear that scaling supply voltage proportionally with transistor feature
size is no longer feasible due to the difficulties in scaling the threshold voltage.
As a result, continuing to scale transistor frequency would lead to drastically
increased power density, which is impractical due to cooling constraints. This
is known as the power wall, which effectively ended the exponential increase of
microprocessor clock frequency, and prompted the industry to shift to multi-
core architectures. Moore’s law has significantly slowed down too: as transistor
feature sizes approach physical limits, developing new technology generations
is becoming increasingly difficult and costly. It is likely that in the near future,
we will enter an era without Moore’s law or Dennard scaling. As a result, con-
tinuing to scale the number of cores on a chip is unsustainable without Moore’s
law. To make things worse, not all cores can be powered on at the same time
due to power limits [39]. As a result, computer architects have to turn to other
approaches to continue improving performance and energy efficiency. Among
many candidates, accelerators are emerging as a promising solution. Accelera-

























Figure 1.1: Current accelerator design flow.
set of applications. Accelerators have been shown to deliver orders of mag-
nitude better performance and energy efficiency compared to general-purpose
processors [24, 56], and offer a promising way going forward in the absence of
technology scaling benefits.
1.2 Design Complexity of Accelerators
Accelerators achieve efficiency through specialization. By focusing on a reduced
set of applications (often just one), the data path and memory circuitry of an ac-
celerator can be specialized and optimized, thus achieving better performance
and/or energy efficiency. It has been shown that many of the optimizations in
accelerators are algorithm-specific [50], which means that different applications
will need to use different accelerators to in order to achieve the best efficiency.
For this reason, we focus on accelerators that are custom designed for their tar-
get applications in this thesis. Future systems need to use an increasing number
of accelerators for various applications in order to sustain the growth in perfor-
mance and energy efficiency. This trend can already be seen in the mobile space,
where each generation of SoCs integrates more accelerators [27, 102].
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Unfortunately, an increasing number of accelerators creates a design com-
plexity problem. Most of today’s accelerators are designed using a low-level
hardware design methodology that involves significant manual effort and in-
curs high non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs per accelerator. As a result,
the design complexity and cost grows quickly with the number of accelerators,
which limits the number of accelerators that can be economically designed, and
thus limiting the number of applications that can be accelerated. We call this
problem the design complexity wall. Just as the power wall ended microproces-
sor’s frequency increase, the design complexity wall may end the growth of
accelerators too. Figure 1.1 shows the major steps of today’s accelerator design
flow. For each algorithm that needs to be accelerated, designers first conceive
the architecture of the accelerator, and then perform hardware design by writ-
ing register-transfer-level (RTL) descriptions of the accelerators using hardware
description languages such as Verilog or VHDL, or using software tools to gen-
erate the RTL. Then the designers integrate the RTL descriptions of the accel-
erators into a system which may contain other components such as general-
purpose processor cores and memory controllers, and then run the standard
synthesis, place and route tools to obtain the physical layout for ASIC imple-
mentation, or the bitstream for FPGA implementation. During each step of the
process, designers also need to test the accelerators and repeat the step until
the design meets the performance and functionality specifications. The poor
productivity of this flow, especially the process of converting each algorithm to
efficient hardware architectures and RTL, is a major contributor to the design
complexity problem. Studies have shown that designing accelerators using this
flow often takes months, which can be an order of magnitude longer compared
to software implementations [36, 65, 109]. We observe that one primary reason
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for the low productivity is the high manual effort involved in the design pro-
cess. Today’s accelerator design methodologies require designers to manually
describe the low-level details of an accelerator’s operations statically at design
time. In contrast, modern computer architectures and system software support
many dynamic features that automatically adapts to application behavior at
runtime for improved programmer productivity, performance, and/or energy
efficiency. For example, dynamic scheduling, automatically managed memory
hierarchy, and data prefetching free programmers from needing to manually
manage instruction scheduling and data movements. Power management tech-
niques such as dynamic frequency and voltage scaling (DVFS) adaptively adjust
to application behavior to achieve energy savings. Task-based parallel program-
ming frameworks provide abstractions for easily expressing diverse types of
parallelism, and adaptively schedules the computation to allows programmers
to write efficient parallel programs without needing to worry about low-level
details.
Solving the design complexity problem would require hardware design to
be much more productive, and more like modern software design. Just like
high-level languages, reusable libraries, and optimizing compilers freed soft-
ware programmers from needing to write low-level assembly code and dras-
tically improved productivity, today’s accelerator design also needs high-level
abstractions, reusable architectures, and automated design frameworks in order to
be productive and efficient. In addition, just as optimizing compilers needed
to generate code with comparable quality to hand-written assembly, high-level
accelerator design frameworks also need to generate high-quality hardware in
order to be widely used.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions and Organization
This thesis proposes to address the design complexity problem with archi-
tectural frameworks that combine novel accelerator architectures with automated
design and optimization frameworks to enable designing high-performance and
energy-efficient accelerators with minimal manual effort. The accelerator ar-
chitectures provide high-level abstractions and reusable architecture templates
that offer dynamic and adaptive features which can be applied to the design
of high-quality accelerators for a wide range of applications. The automated
frameworks include a structured HLS design methodology that combines the
benefits of high-level synthesis and hardware generation techniques to enable
designing accelerators with high productivity while retaining the flexibility of
quality advantages of RTL designs. In addition, the frameworks leverage pro-
gram analysis and compiler optimization techniques to enable generating op-
timized accelerators with novel architectural features. Specifically, the thesis
proposes three such architectural frameworks to address concrete challenges in
today’s accelerator design, and achieve reduced design complexity, improved
performance, and better energy efficiency.
1. The thesis proposes an architectural framework for automatically generat-
ing accelerators that can effectively tolerate long, variable memory laten-
cies, which improves performance and reduces design effort by removing
the need to manually create data preloading logic [23]. The framework
leverages architecture mechanisms such as memory prefetching and ac-
cess/execute decoupling, as well as compiler analysis to generate acceler-
ators that can intelligently preload data needed in the future from the main
memory. The framework uses program slicing and architecture templates
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together with high-level synthesis to enable generating fully synthesizable
accelerators automatically from high-level languages.
2. The thesis proposes an architectural framework for building parallel ac-
celerators that leverages concepts from task-based parallel programming,
which enables programmers to quickly create high-performance accelera-
tors using familiar parallel programming paradigms, without needing to
know low-level hardware design knowledge [22]. The framework uses
a computation model that supports dynamic parallelism in addition to
static parallelism, and includes a flexible architecture that supports dy-
namic scheduling to enable mapping a wide range of parallel applications
to accelerators and achieve good performance. The framework includes
an architecture template and uses hardware generation to automatically
generate accelerators with the proposed architecture from high-level de-
scriptions. In addition, the thesis proposes a unified language that can be
mapped to both software and hardware, enabling programmers to create
parallel software and parallel accelerators in a unified framework.
3. The thesis proposes an architectural framework that enables accelera-
tors to perform intelligent dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)
to achieve good energy-efficiency for interactive and real-time applica-
tions [21]. The framework combines program analysis and machine learn-
ing to train predictors that can accurately predict the computation time
needed for each job, and adjust the DVFS levels to reduce the energy con-
sumption. The framework automatically generates the prediction hard-
ware from the RTL description of an accelerator.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the frame-
work for generating accelerators with efficient data supply. Chapter 3 describes
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the framework for generating parallel accelerators that support dynamic paral-
lelism, and the unified language for describing both parallel hardware and soft-
ware. Chapter 4 describes the framework for generating accelerators that can
perform intelligent dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. Finally, Chapter 5




MEMORY OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR EFFICIENT DATA
SUPPLY
2.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a framework to automatically optimize hardware accel-
erators and enable them to effectively hide long, variable memory latencies
of an SoC memory hierarchy by preloading data in parallel to computations.
The effective data preloading is achieved through hardware prefetching and
design transformations to decouple memory accesses and computations. This
framework is generally applicable to accelerator designs that are attached to the
memory bus or the last-level cache and have their own memory access logic.
This accelerator design style is widely adopted both in the industry and the re-
search community [21, 24, 32, 66, 89, 113]. While the techniques proposed in this
framework can be applied to any accelerator in general, the framework is de-
signed to target accelerators that are generated using High-Level Synthesis (HLS).
HLS compiles high-level languages such as C/C++ [20, 114], OpenCL [54], or
domain-specific languages [11, 58] into RTL. HLS is becoming an increasingly
popular approach to design accelerators because it raises the level of abstrac-
tion of hardware design, and is used in both industry designs [42] as well as
hardware accelerator research [92, 98].
Unfortunately, even with HLS, data supply from memory often needs to be
carefully coordinated with manual optimizations in order to achieve high per-
formance in hardware accelerators. For example, today’s HLS tools assume
a fixed latency of all memory accesses, and rely on accelerator designers to
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write explicit logic to manage the communication between DRAM and on-chip
scratchpad memory. This approach requires serious manual design efforts, and
the resulting management logic is accelerator-specific and not reusable for other
designs. Alternatively, designers can use caches to ease communication man-
agement given locality in memory accesses [8]. However, we found that caches
are not sufficient to provide high performance without carefully orchestrated
data supply. Unlike modern processors with expensive latency-hiding mecha-
nisms such as dynamic scheduling, typical accelerators rely on a static pipeline
schedule and a cache miss stalls the entire pipeline.
This framework proposed in this chapter aims to enable efficient data supply
for HLS-based accelerators without manual efforts necessary today. To achieve
this goal, we remove inefficiencies in today’s cache-based accelerators in two
ways. First, we use a prefetch engine to remove cache misses for easy-to-predict
memory accesses. The prefetch engine is general and common across accel-
erators. For example, we use a stride prefetcher in our experiments. Second,
to handle complex memory access patterns, we propose to decouple memory
access logic of an accelerator from the main computation pipeline. For many
accelerators, memory addresses of data that need to be accessed are often in-
dependent of main computations and can be computed ahead to fetch data in
parallel to the main computation. Thus, by decoupling the memory access logic
from the computation pipeline, it can run ahead to fetch and buffer the data
to be consumed by the computation pipeline. As long as the access logic runs
sufficiently ahead, it can absorb cache misses without stalling the computation
pipeline, this hiding memory latency. In fact, data supply in manually opti-
mized accelerators relies on such decoupling and preloading. In this chapter,
we show that this decoupling can be done automatically using program slicing
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on a high-level accelerator design. The framework can be applied to existing
high-level synthesis tools with minimal manual efforts.
While prefetching and access/execute decoupling have been studied for pro-
cessing cores, we found that applying them to accelerators introduce new chal-
lenges. For prefetching, unlike processing cores, accelerators do not have pro-
gram counters (PCs) that can be used to easily distinguish different sources of
memory accesses. In order to apply traditional prefetch algorithms, we aug-
ment our accelerator generation process to automatically add additional tags.
We also found that simply decoupling memory accesses from main com-
putations alone does not significantly improve the performance of acceler-
ators unless independent accesses can be overlapped. The decoupled ac-
cess/execute (DAE) architecture on processing cores rely on expensive out-
of-order or dataflow execution to perform multiple accesses in parallel. For
hardware accelerators with static pipelines, we show that simple decoupling
of memory accesses through dedicated forwarding logic is sufficient to achieve
good performance with minimal overhead in most cases.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we ap-
plied prefetching and access/execute decoupling to eight HLS-based accelera-
tors. The experimental results show that the proposed framework can be ap-
plied to accelerators with minimal manual efforts and significantly improve
the performance compared to the baseline accelerator. The DAE architecture
alone improved performance by 1.89x on average while the average speedup
increased to 2.28x when prefetching was added. The optimizations also reduce
energy consumption for many accelerators, by 15% on average.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides an
overview of the accelerator data supply problem and briefly discusses the pro-
posed solution. Section 2.3 describes prefetching as an approach to improve
accelerator data supply and a technique to enable efficient prefetching for hard-
ware accelerators. Section 2.4 describes the architecture of access/execute de-
coupled accelerators as well as a framework to automatically generate them
from a high-level description. Section 2.5 discusses our evaluation methodol-
ogy, experimental setup, and evaluation results.
2.2 Overview
2.2.1 System Architecture
Figure 2.1 shows the high-level system architecture that we assume in this chap-
ter. The system is a heterogeneous SoC that consists of general-purpose process-
ing engines such as processor cores and GPGPUs as well as a large number of
accelerators. We consider stand-alone accelerators that are loosely-coupled to
the cores and have their own memory interfaces to access main memory. A
processing core configures and initiates an accelerator, then the accelerator per-
forms its computation without intervention from the core. Each accelerator has














Figure 2.1: System architecture.
2.2.2 High-Level Synthesis
In this work, we target accelerators that are generated using High-Level Syn-
thesis (HLS). Figure 2.2 shows a typical HLS flow that automatically transforms
a functional description of the accelerator written in a high-level language such
as C or C++ into a register-transfer level (RTL) description. To achieve this, HLS
tools first transform source code into control data flow graphs (CDFG), and then
perform allocation, scheduling, and binding to generate the final RTL. HLS tools
usually pipeline the computation in order to achieve high performance. The
pipeline is generated using a static schedule, where each operation is placed in
a fixed slot determined at compile time. This approach works well if all func-
tional units and memory operations have a short fixed latency. For operations
with an uncertain latency, the HLS tool has to use a best guess for scheduling.
For example, cache accesses are usually assumed to be a hit in order to gener-
ate a compact pipeline schedule. Then, the pipeline is stalled at run-time if an
access turns out to be a cache miss.
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if (a < b) {
    g = c + d;
    h = e * f;
    x = g * h;
} else {


























Figure 2.2: High-level synthesis flow.
2.2.3 Impact of Memory Accesses on Accelerator Performance
We use an example to illustrate how a long memory access latency on a cache
miss can impact accelerator performance. The code in Figure 2.3 shows the inner
loop of a sparse matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) accelerator. Note that the
access to the vec array is an indirect memory access that has an irregular access
pattern, and is likely to miss in the cache.
An example pipeline schedule for the corresponding accelerator is shown
in Figure 2.4. The pipeline has an initiation interval (II) of one, that is, a new
iteration can begin execution every clock cycle in the ideal case, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4(a). The three load operations in each iteration are to val, cols, and
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1 for (j = begin; j < end; j++) {
2 #pragma HLS pipeline
3 Si = val[j] * vec[cols[j]];
4 sum = sum + Si;
5 }












































Figure 2.4: Example schedule of an HLS SpMV accelerator with (a) ideal
memory (b) cache that has a miss when accessing vec.
vec, respectively. Figure 2.4(b) shows an actual pipeline operation when access-
ing vec in the first iteration incurs a cache miss. Since the schedule is static, the
entire pipeline has to stall until the miss is resolved, even though the memory
accesses of later iterations might have been hits. The stall due to a long memory
access latency can have a large impact on the accelerator’s performance. For
example, in Figure 2.4(b), although only one out of four iterations has a cache
miss, the effective initiation interval for the four iterations is increased from one
to two, essentially lowering the throughput by half. The impact can be even
larger for accelerators with deeper pipelines where one cache miss can poten-
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tially stall many more operations than what is shown in the example.
Our experimental results on a set of HLS-based hardware accelerators sug-
gest that the performance loss due to long memory accesses is significant. There
exists a large performance gap between accelerators with ideal memory (1-
cycle) and a realistic cache-based memory hierarchy. This work aims to bridge
this gap by developing techniques to automatically preload data for accelera-
tors. An ideal preloading scheme would effectively eliminate cache misses, and
allow the pipeline to run at the full throughput possible with the ideal memory.
2.2.4 Data Preloading Framework
There are a few challenges in developing a data preloading scheme to enable
efficient data supply for accelerators. First, the scheme needs to accurately pre-
dict future data needs of an accelerator so that data can be preloaded. Second,
the prediction needs to be early enough to hide memory latency. Third, the pre-
diction and memory accesses need to be decoupled from computation so that
accesses and computation can happen in parallel. Fourth, all the above need to
be performed automatically with minimal manual efforts.
In this work, we use two data preloading techniques to hide long memory
accesses: (1) prefetching and (2) access/execute decoupling. These two tech-
niques have complementary characteristics, and can both be applied with min-
imal manual efforts.
Hardware prefetchers predict likely memory addresses to be accessed in the
future by observing a sequence of memory accesses at run-time. For exam-
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ple, a stride prefetcher is widely used to detect and preload streaming mem-
ory accesses with a fixed stride. In our example, simple strided accesses such
as val[j] and cols[j] can easily be detected and preloaded by a hardware
prefetch engine. Moreover, the prefetch engine is inherently decoupled from ac-
celerators and can perform multiple prefetching operations in parallel. On the
other hand, on-line prefetching often cannot accurately predict complex mem-
ory access patterns such as the indirect accesses (vec[cols[j]]) in our exam-
ple.
For difficult-to-predict memory accesses, we use decoupled access/execute
(DAE) architecture. In this approach, we observe that program slicing tech-
niques can be used to automatically separate parts that are necessary to com-
pute addresses for memory accesses (access part) from the rest that performs
main computations (execute part). Then, the access part can run ahead of the
execute part to preload data. In a sense, the DAE approach provides a per-
fectly accurate predictor for future memory accesses. However, decoupling
and providing early predictions can be more difficult in the DAE architecture
compared to prefetching. In DAE, address generations must be exact (binding)
unlike prefetching whose predictions may be incorrect (non-binding). Also, in
certain cases, it may be difficult to decouple the access and execute parts due to
dependencies. Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of prefetching and DAE
in terms exactness in address generation, accuracy, and timeliness.
Our experiments show that prefetching and DAE can complement each
other. DAE enables accurate preloading of memory addresses when possible.
Prefetching provides speculative preloading for simple access patterns when
DAE cannot generate exact addresses early enough.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of prefetching and DAE.
Binding Accuracy Timeliness
Prefetch No Good when regular Good
DAE Yes Good Depends
2.3 Prefetching
As we mentioned in the previous section, hardware prefetchers observe the
memory address stream and predict the addresses that are likely to be refer-
enced in the future. In most cases, just looking at a global address stream is
not enough to make good predictions, as the global stream is usually a mix-
ture of multiple data streams with different strides as well as irregular accesses,
making it difficult to learn the access pattern and make predictions. Thus, most
hardware prefetchers perform stream localization to separate a global address
stream into multiple local address streams that can be learned and predicted ef-
fectively, and to exclude irregular accesses with poor predictability. Since most
hardware prefetchers are designed for general-purpose processing cores, they
often use the program counter (PC) of load and store instructions as a hint for
stream localization [13, 75], with the intuition that different streams come from
different instructions in the program. In addition, the PC is also used for other
purposes such as spatial correlation prediction [103] to improve the accuracy
of prefetching. Hardware accelerators, on the other hand, usually do not have
a PC. Thus, traditional hardware prefetchers that rely on a PC would not be
effective when used naively with hardware accelerators.




Original Memory Request Message Format
Modified Memory Request Message Format
Figure 2.5: Modified memory request message format.
indicate which memory instruction in a program a memory access comes from.
If we replace the PC with a unique identifier for each memory instruction, the
prefetcher would work equally well as the identifier provides the same amount
of information for stream localization. Thus, we propose to tag each memory
access operation in a hardware accelerator with a unique identifier that is sent to
a prefetch engine in place of the PC for each memory access. In our implemen-
tation, we modified the memory request message format of the accelerators to
include a tag field, as shown in Figure 2.5. To generate the tags, we add an extra
pass to the HLS compiler frontend, which traverses all basic blocks in the code,
and tags each memory operation with a unique identifier that emulates a PC.
The pseudo-code of the pass is shown in Algorithm 1. Using the tag, features
such as PC-based stream localization would work correctly, and the hardware
prefetcher is able to effectively prefetch memory addresses of hardware acceler-
ators.
2.4 Decoupled Access/Execute
While hardware prefetchers are effective in prefetching regular memory ac-
cesses, they work less well for complex access patterns or short streams that do
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Algorithm 1: Generate tags for memory accesses
1: procedure GENERATETAGS
2: t← 0
3: for all basic blocks do
4: for all operations in the basic block do
5: if op.type = load or op.type = store then
6: op.tag← t





not trigger hardware prefetching. The fundamental limit of hardware prefetch-
ers is the lack of semantic information about the computation. Previous stud-
ies have proposed various techniques to employ semantic information to en-
able more accurate prefetching for software programs. For example, software
prefetching [72] allows programmers or compilers to embed prefetch instruc-
tions into the code, which provide hints to the hardware about the addresses to
be accessed in the future. Helper thread [35] and runahead execution [73] pre-
execute a part of the program or a specially crafted program slice to bring data
into the cache. All these techniques rely on the assumption that memory ad-
dresses can often be computed well ahead of when the data are needed. Decou-
pled access/execute (DAE) [101] materializes this assumption to a full extent by
allowing the memory access part, where memory addresses are computed and













Figure 2.6: Example schedule of the access part of a decoupled SpMV ac-
celerator when there is a cache miss.
consumed. In a typical access/execute decoupled architecture, the access part
manages all communications with the memory and supplies data to the execute
part; the execute part does not have a memory interface.
A key requirement for achieving performance improvements with DAE is
that the access part in the decoupled architecture must run faster than the non-
decoupled architecture, otherwise the performance is limited by the access part.
However, in highly pipelined accelerators, this is unlikely true. Figure 2.6 shows
an example schedule of the access part of a decoupled SpMV accelerator where
the same miss occurs as in the non-decoupled version shown in Figure 2.4.
The miss has the same performance impact on the access part as in the non-
decoupled version. Thus, simply dividing the accelerator pipeline into access
and execute parts is unlikely to improve performance significantly when the
access part has the same rigid pipeline that cannot tolerate memory latencies.
Allowing the access pipeline to tolerate cache misses is a key challenge in de-
signing the DAE accelerator architecture.














Figure 2.7: Architecture of access/execute decoupled accelerators.
accelerator, consisting of the Access Unit, Execute Unit, Memory Units, and de-
coupling queues. A visible difference from classic access/execute decoupled ar-
chitectures is the added memory units, which is a proxy through which memory
accesses are performed. Later we will show that this is necessary for tolerating
the memory latency. The access unit generates memory addresses and request
types, and then sends them to the memory unit to be forwarded to memory.
For load operations, once responses come back, the memory unit enqueues the
data into the Load Queue (LQ) to be read by the execute unit. For store op-
erations, the memory unit combines the address from the access unit and data
from the execute unit, and then sends the request to memory. An access/execute




In a simple DAE accelerator implementation, the access unit is responsible
for address generation, handling memory requests/responses, and forward-
ing data to the execute unit, all in a single static schedule generated by the
HLS tool. Among these tasks, address generation and sending out memory
requests usually have a fixed latency and thus would work well under the static
schedule. Handling memory responses and forwarding data, however, have
variable latencies depending on when the response comes back from memory.
This has two implications. First, they cannot be executed efficiently under the
static schedule generated by HLS. Second, they may stall address generation
and sending out requests for other independent accesses. To address this prob-
lem, we propose to decouple memory response handling and data forwarding
from address generation and sending out requests. Specifically, we delegate
these tasks to the memory unit, which handles them independently, decoupled
from the access unit.
The result of a load operation can either be used by the execute unit for data
computation or by the access unit for address computation. In the first case, the
access unit is not involved in handling the load result. This type of load opera-
tions are called terminal loads [49]. In the second case, however, the access unit
would need to wait for the load result and thus its pipeline could be stalled if
the load is a miss. One way to enable the access unit to continue to perform
independent operations is to employ an out-of-order core as the access unit, or
use dataflow execution for memory accesses [51]. Though these approaches can
achieve higher performance, we choose not to employ them because we observe
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Figure 2.8: Hardware structure of the memory unit.
portion of load operations are terminal loads. This is because many accelerators
mostly perform parallel operations, instead of serial operations through mem-
ory such as pointer chasing. Decoupling just terminal loads, i.e. the last node of
a load dependency chain, provides most of the benefits with a low cost. Hence,
our architecture would work reasonably well for short memory dependency
chains, and we trade off the ability to handle long chains for low hardware
complexity.
2.4.2 Memory Units
Figure 2.8 shows the hardware structure of the memory unit. It mainly consists
of load queue, store queue, forward data queue, dependency checking logic,
and memory request/response routing logic.
The Store Address Queue (SAQ) contains store addresses that are not yet
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sent to memory, either because the store data have not been computed yet, or
because it is waiting for access to the memory interface. The Store Data Queue
(SDQ) buffers store data from the execute unit. The head entries of SAQ and
SDQ are paired to form a store request to be sent to memory.
Each load request from the access unit contains a dest field indicating
whether the result is used by the access unit or the execute unit. The field is
kept in the corresponding response to the request. When the memory unit re-
ceives a load request, it checks whether there is an entry in the SAQ matching
the store address. If there is a match, the load waits until the corresponding
entry in the SDQ is valid, and data is forwarded from the SDQ to either the For-
ward Data Queue (FwdQ) or the access unit, depending on whether the load
operation is a terminal load or not. If there is no match, the load request is
sent to the memory. The load and store requests share the memory port. Load
requests are given priority over stores to reduce load latency.
The Load Queue (LQ) contains data to be forwarded to the execute unit.
When a load response returns from memory, its dest field is inspected to route
the response data to the LQ, the access unit, or both. Because the execute unit
consumes data from memory in a program order, the LQ entries are reserved
and maintained in the request order. For example, responses from the memory
and the Forward Data Queue are placed in the LQ in the program order. The
memory unit supports multiple in-flight requests. If the cache returns responses
out-of-order, the LQ is used to reorder and return them in order.
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2.4.3 Execute Unit
The execute unit is generated using HLS from the execute slice, and mainly
consists of the data computation pipeline.
2.4.4 Deadlock Avoidance
There exist two possible deadlock situations in the proposed access/execute de-
coupled architecture. Here we describe them and discuss how to prevent them.
Pipelining-Induced Deadlocks: A deadlock may occur when accelerator
pipeline interacts with a store queue of insufficient size. Suppose the exe-
cute unit pipeline has latency L and initiation interval I I, it needs to consume
N = dL/I Ie inputs before producing the first output. If the store queue size
is less than N, it may fill up and block the access pipeline. Because the exe-
cute pipeline depends on the access pipeline for data supply, it also blocks and
the accelerator deadlocks. The deadlock occurs because pipelines generated by
most HLS tools do not support flushing by default. That is, a blocking oper-
ation stalls the entire pipeline, not just subsequent iterations. This restriction
enables HLS tools to generate simple pipelines without complex control logic
and buffering, but causes deadlocks in this situation.
Pipeline synthesis techniques that support flushing [37] can be used to avoid
this deadlock. If the HLS tool does not support flushing, another approach is
to ensure that size of the SAQ is larger than N = dL/I Ie, so that it would not
become full before the execute pipeline produces the first output. Often the
SAQ size required for performance reasons is already greater than N, then no
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additional changes are needed in this case.
Deadlock Due to Full Load/Store Queues: A deadlock can occur when the
queues are full and form a circular dependency. For example, a load response
returns from memory when the load queue and store queue are both full, and
the memory system cannot accept another request because it has reached the
maximum number of in-flight requests. In this situation, the load queue cannot
be drained because the execute unit is stalled trying to write to the full store
queue, which is waiting for the memory system, which in turn is waiting for
the load queue. This creates a circular dependency, causing a deadlock. This
deadlock can be avoided by ensuring that not all queues can become full at the
same time. Specifically, we track the number of in-flight load operations and
free entries in the load queue, and delay issuing a load if the response would
cause the load queue to become full.
2.4.5 Customization of Memory Units
The memory unit design described in Section 2.4.2 can be customized to fit the
needs of a particular accelerator, providing just enough resources and features
but not more. The sizes of various queue structures can be adjusted to fit the
accelerator’s memory characteristics. For example, if the accelerator rarely per-
forms stores, sizing down the store queue would help save area and energy. If a
certain feature is unused by an accelerator or does not help too much, it can be
removed. For example, if a memory port is read-only, the memory unit can be
made much simpler by removing any store-related features such as store queue
















Figure 2.9: High-level flow of decoupled access/execute accelerator gen-
eration.
can be removed if the accelerator does not need it.
2.4.6 Automated DAE Accelerator Generation
Figure 2.9 shows the high-level flow used by the framework for automatically
generating accelerators with access/execute decoupling. Starting from a single
source code written in a high-level language, the framework uses program slic-
ing [110], which is built in modern optimizing compilers, to generate access and
execute slices. To generate the access slice, the program slicing algorithm back-
tracks from loads and stores in the Control Data Flow Graph (CDFG) of an ac-
celerator and keeps all necessary operations for computing memory addresses,
while removing others. To generate the execute slice, the algorithm backtracks
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from stores and finds all operations needed to compute store values. The slicing
process also performs transformations to enable decoupling. In the access slice,
stores are transformed into store addr operations, which only have address
but not data. Terminal loads are identified as loads that are not in the back slice
of address calculations, and are transformed into load fwd operations which
indicate that the result should be consumed by the execute slice. In the execute
slice, all loads and stores are replaced with queue reads and writes. The frame-
work then synthesizes the resulting access and execute slices into Verilog RTL
using HLS.
The framework implements the decoupled accelerator architecture shown
Figure 2.7 in as an architectural template written in a hardware generation lan-
guage PyMTL [69]. The template includes RTL implementations of the compo-
nents such as memory unit, queue structures, arbiters, and memory crossbars.
The architectural template is designed to be fully configurable to allow cus-
tomization of the modules as described in Section 2.4.5. For example, the sizes
of the load and store queues, as well the architecture features can be configured.
To generate the final RTL of the accelerator, the framework elaborates the
template with the parameters specified by the designer, and combines it with
the access and execute slices to output the RTL of the access/execute decoupled
accelerator.
2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we present the evaluation results for the proposed data supply
framework for accelerators. We first discuss our evaluation methodology and
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experimental setup. Then, we show the performance, area, and energy results.
2.5.1 Methodology
We use an integrated evaluation methodology that combines cycle-level,
register-transfer-level, and gate-level modeling.
Cycle-level modeling is used to model the performance of the system com-
ponents including caches, interconnect, memory controller, and main memory.
We use gem5 [15] for this purpose.
Register-transfer-level modeling is used to accurately model the perfor-
mance of hardware accelerators. Vivado HLS 2015.2 is used to synthesize a
C-based description of the accelerators into Verilog. For DAE accelerators, RTL
of the memory unit and queue structures are generated from the architectural
template. Verilator [3] is used for RTL simulation. We integrated Verilator with
gem5 for co-simulation of accelerators and system components.
Gate-level modeling is used to build accurate area and energy models for
the accelerators. We synthesized, placed and routed each accelerator using Syn-
opsys Design Compiler and IC Compiler with the TSMC 65nm standard cell
library to obtain area numbers. Design Compiler automatically inserts clock
gating logic for all designs. Power and energy analysis were performed using
Synopsys PrimeTime PX with the switch activity factors obtained from simula-
tions of the place and routed netlist.
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Table 2.2: Summary of benchmarks.
Benchmark Description
bbgemm Blocked matrix multiplication
bfsbulk Breadth-first search
gemm Dense matrix multiplication
mdknn Molecular dynamics (K-nearest neighbor)
nw Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
spmvcrs Sparse matrix vector multiplication
stencil2d 2D stencil computation
viterbi Viterbi algorithm
2.5.2 Experimental Setup
We use a set of eight benchmark accelerators adapted from MachSuite [92] in
our experiments. Table 2.2 summarizes the accelerators. For each benchmark,
we use the framework to generate the Verilog RTL of the accelerator with DAE
and prefetching from a C++ source code. Each accelerator has a private L1 cache
connected to the DRAM controller through the system bus. For prefetching, we
use a stride hardware prefetcher. Table 2.3 compares the lines of code between
the C++ source code and the generated Verilog RTL. The results demonstrate
that the framework is able to generate high-quality accelerators from a small
amount of high-level code.
Table 2.4 shows the detailed experiment parameters. We compare the fol-
lowing schemes:
1. Baseline is the original accelerator without prefetching or DAE.
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Table 2.3: Lines of code (LOC) comparison between the input to the frame-
work (C++ source code) and the generated Verilog code. Blank
lines and comments are not counted.
Benchmark LOC (C++) LOC (Verilog) Ratio
bbgemm 74 6,494 87.8
bfsbulk 74 3,148 42.5
gemm 75 6,246 83.3
mdknn 96 7,601 79.2
nw 133 9,080 68.3
spmvcrs 89 6,640 74.6
stencil2d 81 7,095 87.6
viterbi 89 7,053 79.2
Table 2.4: Experiment parameters.
Technology 65nm
Frequency 500MHz
DAE MemUnit 16-entry LQ, 8-entry SQ
Cache 16KB / 2-way / 32B line size / 1 cycle latency / 4 MSHRs
Prefecher Stride prefetcher, degree=8
DRAM Single-channel 32-bit LPDDR3-1600, 6.4GB/s BW
2. Stride has the stride prefetcher enabled but not DAE. The memory ac-
cesses are tagged to facilitate prefetching.
3. DAE is the access/execute decoupled implementation, but without the
stride prefetcher.
4. DAE+stride adds stride prefetching to DAE.
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2.5.3 Baseline Validation
HLS-based accelerators have a large design space. Depending on the parame-
ters used, the same accelerator can be synthesized to have different area, per-
formance, and power. We use the same set of parameters when synthesizing
the baseline and DAE versions to exclude the possibility that the improvement
comes from different synthesis parameters. To ensure that the improvement is
not from poorly optimized baseline, we apply most HLS optimizations includ-
ing pipelining and unrolling so that baseline accelerators have best performance
within the system-level constraints (such as the number of memory ports or
memory bandwidth).
To validate the performance of the baseline, we simulated the performance
of functionally equivalent software implementations of these accelerators. Fig-
ure 2.10 shows the performance comparison between in-order, 4-wide out-of-
order processors, and the baseline accelerators. Note that mdknn and viterbi
are not included because we use custom-precision fixed-point arithmetic in their
implementations, which would be inefficient to emulate in software on proces-
sors. On average, the performance of the baseline accelerators is about 2x of
an in-order processor, and is comparable to an out-of-order processor. These
numbers are roughly in line with previous studies [43, 108]. The performance
of the baseline accelerators is mainly limited by the memory bottleneck. We
will show that with the proposed techniques to enable efficient data supply, the










































Figure 2.10: Comparison of baseline accelerators performance with pro-
cessors.
2.5.4 Performance Results
Figure 2.11 compares the performance of the proposed optimization schemes
normalized to the baseline accelerator. Overall, the stride prefetcher with mem-
ory access tags improves the performance by 45% on average over the baseline.
DAE alone achieves an average speedup of 1.89x, while DAE combined with
stride prefetching achieves a 2.28x speedup.
Comparing stride prefetching and DAE, DAE usually achieves higher per-
formance due to decoupling and having more precise knowledge about the ad-
dresses to be accessed next. One such case is when the access pattern is irreg-
ular, but the addresses can be computed early. For example, mdknn computes
the force between a molecule and its N nearest neighbors. The access pattern
is highly irregular because the addresses of the N neighbors in memory usually
do not have a pattern. However, the addresses can be computed early because




































baseline stride DAE DAE+stride
Figure 2.11: Performance of the proposed schemes normalized to the base-
line accelerator.
load requests early to hide memory latency. In contrast, the stride prefetcher is
unable to predict the addresses and thus unable to prefetch them.
DAE also has advantages when the accesses consist of regular but short
streams. One example is viterbi. The stride prefetcher needs warm-up, thus
is too late in sending out prefetch requests. It also prefetches beyond the end of
the stream before realizing the stream has ended, wasting memory bandwidth
and causing cache pollution. In contrast, DAE has precise information about
when the stream begins and ends, thus is able to preload data effectively.
There are some cases where prefetching is more effective than DAE. For ex-
ample, bfsbulk performs a graph traversal, which is dominated by memory
accesses with dependencies. As a result, the access unit in the decoupled ar-
chitecture is not able to pre-calculate the addresses. Prefetching, on the other
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hand, speculatively fetch data from memory without computing the exact ad-
dresses, which improves performance in this case because there is regularity in
the access pattern even though the addresses cannot be determined early.
It is also clear from the results that prefetching and DAE can often comple-
ment each other, providing a higher speedup compared to using only one of
them. For example, in the inner loop of spmvcrs (code shown in Section 2.2.3),
DAE is able to hide the memory latency for accesses to val and vec, but not
cols. Because cols is used by the access unit to calculate the address to vec,
a cache miss for cols stalls the access unit. However, the prefetcher can easily
detect the strided accesses to cols and prefetch it into the cache. As a result, we
observe the combined scheme with both DAE and stride prefetching achieves
the speedup of 2.85x, which is higher than the speedups, 1.45x and 2.48x respec-
tively, when DAE and prefetching are applied separately.
We note that adding prefetching to DAE does not always yield higher perfor-
mance. For example, we see a slight degradation in performance for viterbi
when prefetching is enabled. This is because DAE alone can already hide most
of the memory latency, while prefetching, due to its imprecise nature, can pol-
lute the cache and contend for memory bandwidth.
2.5.5 Area, Power, and Energy Results
Table 2.5 shows the area and power numbers for the baseline and DAE acceler-
ators. The area of DAE accelerators is larger than the baseline by 14% (mdknn)
to 129% (spmvcrs). We note that our area and power analysis only includes the
accelerator itself but not the cache, which includes a prefetch unit. The relative
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Table 2.5: Area and power of the baseline and DAE accelerators. The Abs
column shows absolute numbers, and the Norm column shows
results normalized to the baseline.
Benchmark
Base Area Base Power DAE Area (µm2) DAE Power (mW)
(µm2) (mW) Abs Norm Abs Norm
bbgemm 25,191 4.15 52,943 2.10x 8.11 1.96x
bfsbulk 11,507 1.22 14,437 1.25x 1.41 1.16x
gemm 22,127 1.87 47,305 2.14x 3.39 1.81x
mdknn 170,312 32.58 194,034 1.14x 48.40 1.49x
nw 49,094 4.54 89,396 1.82x 8.81 1.94x
spmvcrs 18,686 2.54 42,736 2.29x 4.04 1.59x
stencil2d 27,579 3.88 49,567 1.80x 7.69 1.98x







































Figure 2.12: Area breakdown of DAE accelerators. The baseline area is
shown for comparison.
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overhead will be much lower when the cache, which exists in both the baseline
and our architecture, is included.
The area increase comes from several factors: First, the DAE architecture
adds additional queues and memory units to accelerators. The area for the
queues and memory units are similar across accelerators given that we used
the same queue size for all benchmarks. As a result, this overhead represents a
large relative overhead for small accelerators such as spmvcrs. For larger ac-
celerators such as mdknn, the area overhead for queues and memory units only
represents a small percentage. Later, we show that this overhead can be reduced
significantly by customizing the size of queues for each accelerator.
Second, area overhead can come from the reduced resource sharing between
the access part and the execute part in the DAE architecture. During the syn-
thesis process, the HLS tool tries to share resources between various parts of
the accelerator to reduce area. In the baseline accelerators, such optimizations
can be performed across the entire accelerator. For example, a multiplier may
be shared between memory address computation logic and value computation
logic. In the DAE architecture, such sharing is not possible between the access
and execute units because they need to be decoupled and synthesized sepa-
rately. We note that while reduced resource sharing increases area, it also allows
more operations to be performed in parallel and improve performance. The im-
pact of reduced resource sharing is lower for larger accelerators where there are
abundant opportunities for resource sharing within the access unit or execute
unit.
Figure 2.12 shows the breakdown of area of the DAE accelerators compared








































Figure 2.13: Power breakdown of DAE accelerators. The baseline power is
shown for comparison.
units (including queues), and other components such as configuration registers,
miscellaneous control logic, buffers inserted during place and route, etc. The
results indicate that the main area overhead comes from the memory units and
queues. The combined area of the access unit, the execute unit and other com-
ponents, which have corresponding logic in the baseline accelerator, is only 13%
higher than the area of the baseline on average, indicating the impact of reduced
resource sharing is low.
Figure 2.13 shows the breakdown of power consumption. The percentage
of power consumed by memory units and queues ranges from a few percent
to around 35%. For mdknn, which is relatively large, the power consumption
of memory units and queues is only 2.2% of the total power consumption. In








































baseline stride DAE DAE+stride
Figure 2.14: Energy comparison.
tecture also has higher power consumption compared to the baseline because
it has higher activity factors. DAE reduces pipeline stalls waiting for memory
accesses and allows accelerators to perform more computations per unit time.
Figure 2.14 shows the energy consumed by the baseline and DAE accelera-
tors to complete the computation. On average, the stride prefetcher is able to
reduce energy for both the baseline and DAE accelerators, by 17.1% and 7.6% re-
spectively. This is because the stride prefetcher is able to reduce memory stalls,
leading to shorter execution time. As a result, the accelerators spend less time
burning energy without doing useful work.
Compared to the baseline, DAE accelerators often use less or a comparable
amount of energy even though they have significantly higher power, which in-
dicates that the higher power mostly comes from doing more useful work per










































Figure 2.15: Energy breakdown of DAE accelerators. The baseline energy
is shown for comparison. If baseline energy is higher than
DAE, it is annotated with a number on top of the bar.
use less energy, it is likely to be because the energy spent while stalling is signif-
icant in the baseline. While our design flow automatically inserts clock gating,
it does not completely remove static power consumption. Most of these stalls
are removed in the DAE accelerators, resulting in lower energy.
Figure 2.15 shows the breakdown of the energy consumption. The energy
numbers are for the baseline and the DAE architecture without prefetching. The
percentage of energy consumed by the memory units and queues ranges from
2.2% to 36.8%. Again, the relative overhead is lower for large accelerators com-















































Figure 2.16: Performance comparison when varying load queue (LQ)
sizes.
2.5.6 Design Space Exploration: Queue Size
The size of queue structures in the decoupled accelerator can impact the per-
formance, area, and energy consumption of the accelerator. Larger queues can
provide more decoupling, thus potentially better performance, but may also
have a larger area and consume more energy. Figure 2.16 shows the normalized
performance of the accelerators when varying load queue sizes from 4 entries
to 64 entries. On average, larger load queues yield higher performance, but the
improvement diminishes as the queue size increases. This indicates that as long
as the access unit runs sufficiently ahead of the execute unit, it can provide the
decoupling needed to hide the latency of occasional cache misses.
The results also indicate that some accelerators are less sensitive to queue
sizes than others. Thus, accelerator-specific optimization of the queue sizes can
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Table 2.6: Impact of the queue size customization on area and perfor-
mance. Numbers are normalized to LQ16/SQ08.
Benchmark
Custom Total Area (µm2) Queue Area (µm2) Norm
Size Abs Norm Abs Norm Perf
bbgemm LQ04/SQ08 40,442 0.76 12,504 0.50 0.94
bfsbulk LQ02/SQ08 14,437 1.00 1,473 1.00 1.00
gemm LQ08/SQ02 33,535 0.71 11,423 0.45 0.89
mdknn LQ16/SQ04 191,183 0.99 9,441 0.77 1.00
nw LQ04/SQ08 82,449 0.92 17,594 0.72 0.97
spmvcrs LQ08/SQ02 29,788 0.70 10,582 0.45 0.97
stencil2d LQ08/SQ02 39,372 0.79 7,232 0.41 1.05
viterbi LQ08/SQ08 72,661 0.90 19,183 0.70 0.99
be used to reduce the area overhead of decoupled accelerators, with minimal
degradation in performance.
Table 2.6 shows the impact of customizing queue sizes on the area and per-
formance of DAE accelerators. For each accelerator, we choose a queue size that
has lower area but not significantly lower performance, and normalize the area
and performance to the configuration with constant 16-entry load queues and
8-entry store queues across all accelerators. On average, the customization re-
duces queue area and total area by 37% and 15% respectively, while lowering





This chapter proposes an architectural framework for generating parallel accel-
erators from high-level descriptions of parallel algorithms. Leveraging concepts
from task-based parallel programming, the framework enables software pro-
grammers to quickly create high-performance accelerators using familiar par-
allel programming paradigms, without needing to know low-level hardware
design knowledge. The framework uses a computation model that supports
dynamic parallelism, and includes a flexible architecture that supports dynamic
scheduling to enable mapping a wide range of parallel applications and achieve
good performance. In addition, the framework proposes a unified language
mapped to both software and hardware, enabling programmers to create paral-
lel software and parallel accelerators in a unified framework.
Ever since the exponential growth of microprocessor frequency stopped,
computing systems have heavily relied on parallelism to achieve performance
gains. Parallelism comes in many forms, such as instruction-level parallelism,
data-level parallelism, and task-level parallelism. In addition, dynamic paral-
lelism, where work is generated at run-time rather than statically at compile
time, is inherent in many modern applications and algorithms, and is widely
used to write parallel software for general-purpose processors. For example,
hierarchical data structures such as trees, graphs, or adaptive grids often have
data-dependent execution behavior, where the computation to be performed
is determined at run-time. Recursive algorithms such as many divide-and-
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conquer algorithms have dynamic parallelism for each level of recursion. Al-
gorithms that adaptively explore space for optimization or process data as in
physics simulation also generate work dynamically.
Modern applications, regardless of being implemented on general-purpose
processors or as specialized hardware, often need to exploit multiple types of
parallelism to achieve good performance. Effectively exploiting parallelism in
accelerators is particularly important for two reasons. First, hardware is in-
herently parallel. A central problem in accelerator design is how to turn the
raw hardware parallelism into good application performance. Second, recon-
figurable hardware such as field-programmable gate-arrays (FPGAs) are be-
coming an increasingly popular general-purpose acceleration platform because
they are flexible, easily accessible (e.g., through the cloud [6]), and increasingly
integrated with general-purpose cores. FPGAs provide a vast amount of pro-
grammable resources, but can only operate at a frequency that is much lower
than general-purpose processors or accelerators implemented as ASICs. As a
result, it is crucial to exploit parallelism in order to achieve performance on
FPGA-based accelerators.
Unfortunately, today’s accelerator design methodologies do not provide ad-
equate support for productively exploiting various types of parallelism, es-
pecially dynamic parallelism. For example, high-level design frameworks
for accelerators such as C/C++-based High-level synthesis (HLS) [28, 115] and
OpenCL [54] are mostly designed to exploit static data-level or thread-level par-
allelism that can be determined and scheduled at compile time and mapped
to a fixed pipeline. Domain-specific languages such as Liquid Metal [11] and
Delite [58] raise the level of abstraction but also only support static parallel
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patterns. A recent study explored dynamically extracting parallelism from ir-
regular applications on FPGAs [64], but still only supports a limited form of
pipeline parallelism and does not provide efficient scheduling of dynamically
generated work on multiple processing elements. Low-level Register-transfer-
level (RTL) designs, on the other hand, provide flexibility to implement arbitrary
features, but require long design cycles and significant manual effort, making
them unattractive especially when targeting a diverse range of applications.
This chapter proposes a framework that solves this problem and enables pro-
grammers to productively express diverse types of parallelism. The framework
includes three key innovations: (1) a new parallel computation model that is
general enough while suitable for hardware, (2) an architecture that efficiently
realizes the new computation model in hardware, and (3) a productive design
methodology to automatically generate RTL.
As a parallel computation model, we propose to adopt a tasked-based pro-
gramming model with explicit continuation passing. Task-based parallel pro-
gramming is an increasingly popular approach to write parallel software that
achieves this goal, with many frameworks introduced for chip-multiprocessors
(e.g., Intel Cilk Plus [4, 62], Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [93], and
OpenMP [5]). These task-based frameworks allow diverse types of parallelism
to be expressed using a unified task abstraction. They also provide good support
for dynamic parallelism by allowing a task to generate child tasks at run-time.
To support a wide range of communication patterns among tasks and enable ef-
ficient hardware implementations, we use explicit continuation passing to encode
inter-task synchronization.
Then, we propose a novel architecture that can execute an arbitrary compu-
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tation described using the explicit continuation passing model. The architec-
ture works as a configurable template that provides a platform to dynamically
create and schedule tasks, and supports a trade-off between generality and ef-
ficiency. For irregular workloads, the architecture can adaptively schedule in-
dependent tasks to a pool of processing elements using work-stealing [16,17,40],
and supports fine-grained load balancing. When the computation exhibits a
simple static parallel pattern (e.g., only data-parallel), the architecture can use
static scheduling for efficiency. The architecture separates the logical parallelism
of the computation from the physical parallelism of the hardware, and enables
programmers to express the computation as tasks without worrying about the
low-level details of how these tasks are mapped to the underlying hardware.
To minimize the manual effort for accelerator designers, we propose a new
design methodology that combines HLS with the proposed computation model
and architecture template. The design methodology uses (1) HLS to generate
the application-specific worker from a C++-based description, and (2) a param-
eterized RTL implementation of the architecture template to generate the final
accelerator RTL with the desired architecture features and configuration. The
designer does not need to write any RTL in order to use the framework.
We built a prototype on the Xilinx Zynq FPGA and implemented a number
of parallel accelerators to demonstrate that our framework can indeed handle a
wide range of application and provide performance improvements on FPGAs
today. We further evaluate the proposed framework in the context of a future
SoC with multiple general-purpose cores and an integrated reconfigurable fab-
ric with a cache-coherent memory system using detailed simulations. The re-
sults suggest that our framework can generate accelerators that are scalable,
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and achieve significant speedup compared to a parallel software implementa-
tion using Intel Cilk Plus across eight cores.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives an overview
of the computation model based on explicit continuation passing that support
dynamic parallelism. Section 3.3 describes the proposed accelerator architec-
ture. Section 3.4 describes the design methodology for the proposed accelera-
tors. Section 3.5 introduces a unified design flow that enables mapping a single
description to both parallel accelerators and software. Section 3.6 describes our
evaluation methodology, experimental setup, and evaluation results.
3.2 Computation Model for Dynamic Parallelism
In this section, we introduce the computation model that we use in our frame-
work. The model is based on explicit continuation passing, inspired by task-
based parallel programming languages such as MIT Cilk [16, 40], and allows
diverse types of parallelisms to be expressed and scheduled under a common
framework.
3.2.1 Primitives
A task is a piece of computation that takes as input a number of arguments, as
well as a continuation. More formally, a task is a tuple ( f , args, k), where f is the
function, args is a list of arguments to f , and k is the continuation which points
to another task that should continue after the current task finishes. Formally, a
continuation is a tuple k = (c, p) where c is a pointer to a task, and p is an index
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into the pending task’s args list. Intuitively, a task is analogous to a function call
in software, where f and args are a function pointer and the arguments to the
function, and k points to the caller, which receives the function’s return value
and continues execution.
A task can spawn new tasks while it is executing. The spawned tasks are
called child tasks. Spawning tasks is similar to function calls except that the par-
ent and child tasks are allowed to run concurrently. The spawned tasks even-
tually need to be joined, so we know that they finished and subsequent compu-
tation (that potentially depends on the output of the child tasks) can proceed.
Today’s software frameworks use special join commands that call into a sophis-
ticated runtime to perform synchronization, which is difficult to implement in
hardware. Instead, our model uses explicit continuation passing that leads to a
simpler hardware architecture.
A task can be either ready or pending. A task is ready if it has received all of its
arguments, and thus is ready to execute. A task is pending if some of its argu-
ments are still missing, for example, because the tasks that produce them have
not completed yet. Each pending task is associated with a join counter j, whose
value is the number of missing arguments. A task returns a value by sending
it to the pending task pointed by its continuation. In our model, task return
values and arguments are two sides of the same coin: a task’s return value is
simply another task’s argument. Upon receiving the value, the join counter j
of the pending task is decremented. When the join counter reaches zero, the
pending task has received its last missing argument, and becomes ready.
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3.2.2 Continuation Passing
Today’s parallel programming frameworks for software uses a runtime system
to manage synchronizations among tasks. Whenever a task needs to perform
a synchronization operation such as a join, it transfers control to the runtime,
which then checks the state of other tasks and decides the action to perform.
This approach is challenging to implement in hardware. First, software can per-
form control transfers between the user code and runtime with function calls or
setjmp/longjmp, and easily save and restore the program state using stack
frames. These capabilities are not present in hardware accelerators. Second, the
runtime logic is often quite complex, which would incur high overhead if imple-
mented in hardware. We address these challenges by using explicit continuation
passing for synchronization instead of a runtime system.
Continuation passing style (CPS) is a style of programming where control
is passed explicitly in the form of a continuation that represents what should
be done with the result that the current procedure generates. Our framework
uses continuation passing to express computation as a dynamic task graph with
explicit dependence. The continuation passing serves as the foundation and can
be used to construct other abstractions such as data-parallel loops and fork-join
patterns.
In our model, the continuation of a task points to a pending task (more pre-
cisely, one of the pending task’s arguments) that should receive the current
task’s return value. The simplest use of continuation passing is to implement
sequential composition of tasks. Suppose we want to execute tasks A and B se-
quentially and return the result to continuation k. Using continuation passing,













Figure 3.1: Continuation passing for (a) sequential composition of tasks,
(b) fork-join. Downward arrows represent spawning tasks.
Horizontal arrows represent creating successor tasks. Dotted
arrows represent returning values (arguments).
task B, passing its own continuation k to B. When B finishes, it returns its result
to k. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates this operation.
Continuation can also be used to implement the fork-join pattern, which is
a common pattern for dynamically generating parallel tasks and perform syn-
chronization. Suppose we would like to run two parallel tasks and combine
their results. In this case, task A creates a pending task B called the successor,
spawns two child tasks C and D, and points their continuations to B. This com-
pletes the fork step. When the child tasks finish, they send their result values to
B. B becomes ready once it receives the results of both C and D. This completes
the join step. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the fork-join operation.
Task Graph Examples
Using continuation passing combined with task spawning, both static and dy-
namic parallel algorithms can be expressed in our model. When the algorithm
executes, the tasks form a graph that dynamically unfolds. Here we show three




























Figure 3.2: Task graphs constructed using continuation passing. (a)
Vector-vector add. Node labels represent the start and end in-
dices of the sub-vectors. (b) Fibonacci. Each numbered node
represents the task for fib(n). Nodes labeled S represent the
successor (sum) tasks. (c) Dynamic programming. Solid ar-
rows represent spawns along which the continuation is passed.
Result values are passed along dotted arrows, with the final re-
sult sent to the continuation k.
The first example computes the sum of two vectors of length 256. Suppose
we allow the vector to be divided into chunks of length 64. Figure 3.2(a) shows
the task graph. As the computation is data-parallel, the task graph is very reg-
ular, and can (though does not have to) be constructed using only a single level
of child tasks. In addition, only the child tasks perform actual work, and the
parent and successor tasks are only for synchronization because the results of
child tasks do not need to be combined.
Consider another example that calculates the nth Fibonacci number by re-
cursively applying the formula f ib(n) = f ib(n− 1) + f ib(n− 2), and calculate
f ib(n− 1) and f ib(n− 2) concurrently. This is a typical fork-join pattern. Here
we need two types of tasks: fib and sum. The fib task takes a number we
want to calculate Fibonacci for, and if it is the base case, it sends the result to the
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continuation. Otherwise, it performs a fork-join operation, with the successor
task performing the sum operation. For example, calculating fib(4) results in
the graph shown in Figure 3.2(b).
This example illustrates why it is challenging to map computations with dy-
namic task-level parallelism to a hardware accelerator. First, tasks are created
dynamically during execution, which makes it difficult to enumerate them stati-
cally. Second, the computation involves recursion, which is often not supported
in current hardware design tools. Third, the task tree is often imbalanced, which
makes techniques that partition work statically inefficient.
Now consider a third example, in which an algorithm fills a matrix with val-
ues. Each element depends on its left and top neighbor. This pattern is common
in many dynamic programming algorithms. Figure 3.2(c) shows the task graph
for filling a simple 3x3 matrix. This type of general task-parallel pattern be
expressed using continuation passing, but cannot be easily expressed in frame-
works that only support fork-join. This example shows that using continuation
passing can also improve expressive power in some cases.
Nesting and Composability
It is apparent from the examples above that the computation model naturally
supports nested parallelism, where a spawned task can recursively spawn par-
allel sub-tasks. Nesting is important for achieving good parallelization for many
algorithms. For example, in Fibonacci, the degree of parallelism at each task is
only two. Without nesting, only the root task can be parallelized, yielding a
maximum speedup of two. With nesting, all non-overlapping subtrees of the
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f ib task tree can run in parallel, significantly increasing the amount of paral-
lelism.
Another feature of the computation model is composability, which means
the computation can be expressed in a combination of data-parallel, fork-join,
or general task-parallel patterns, and the resulting program should still work.
This is from the fact that all higher-level patterns are ultimately transformed to
the continuation passing primitives.
3.2.3 Scheduling the Computation
The model described above enables expressing concurrency in the computation.
However, it is up to the scheduler to schedule the tasks onto processing elements
at run-time for parallel execution. Our framework supports both dynamic work
scheduling using work stealing [16, 17] for general dynamic computation, and
static task distribution for simple data-parallel computations. Here, we briefly
describe the work stealing model.
We model each processing element as a datapath that can process tasks, a
local task queue that stores ready tasks, and a pending task storage that holds
pending tasks. Each processing element operates on its own task queue in a
LIFO (Last-In First-Out) manner, that is, operating on the tail of the queue.
When a processing element is idle, it first tries to dequeue and execute a task
from the tail of its local task queue. If a task is spawned or a pending task be-
comes ready, it is appended to the tail of the task queue. If the task queue is
empty, the processing element (thief) begins work stealing by randomly select-
ing another processing element (victim) and trying to steal a task from the head
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of victim’s task queue, that is, the oldest task in the queue. If the continuation of
a task refers to a pending task on another processing element, and sending the
task’s return value caused the pending task to become ready, the newly created
task is transferred back to the original processing element to be executed. This
is needed to implement greedy scheduling, which means the processing element
that produces the last missing argument of a pending task should continue ex-
ecution with the successor task [94]. Greedy scheduling is important for the
space bound.
A task graph is said to be fully strict if every task sends its result only to
its parent’s successor task. Both the vector-addition and Fibonacci graphs are
fully strict by this definition. In fact, any fork-join computation described using
the above approach is fully strict. It can be shown that for fully strict compu-
tations, the scheduling policy described above has the same behavior as Cilk’s
scheduler [16], which is provably efficient. Specifically, it can be shown that the
space to store the tasks required for an execution with P processing elements
is bounded by SP ≤ S1P, where S1 is the space required for a serial execution
on one processing element [17]. This bound is important to put a limit on the
task queue sizes required for the parallel execution. This limit guarantees that
the parallel execution is space efficient, which avoids the space explosion issue
seen in certain scheduling policies. Also, the space bound is crucial for acceler-




Traditional HLS tools provide insufficient support of function calls, especially
the ones that are deeply nested or recursive. This is not surprising because re-
cursive function calls require a stack, which a hardware accelerator does not
have. As a result, these tools can only handle simple functions that can be in-
lined. Our computation model naturally supports recursive function calls by
reusing the task spawn and continuation mechanisms. This is similar to how
classic continuation passing style programs handle function calls.
3.3 Accelerator Architecture
The accelerator architecture implements the computation model described in
Section 3.2. Specifically, the architecture is designed to fulfill two major goals:
(1) implementing task spawning and explicit continuation passing in hardware,
and (2) scheduling the computation. Figure 3.3 shows the high-level system
architecture, with the accelerator shown in the shaded box. The accelerator con-
sists of multiple tiles, and each tile is composed of a configurable number of
processing elements (PEs), each with a unique ID. A tile serves as a basic build-
ing block in the architecture, which is a fully-functional task processing engine.
The accelerator can consist of any number of tiles without changing its function-
ality. This tile-based architecture enables an accelerator designer to easily scale
the number of tiles and PEs, and also reduces design effort as one component is
reused multiple times. The tiles are connected together using two on-chip net-
works: an argument/task network, and a work stealing network. Each tile has
an L1 cache, shared by the PEs in that tile. The accelerator also has an interface
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block (IF) that communicates with the host CPU to receive commands.
Memory Controller
Last-Level Cache











Figure 3.3: System architecture. The accelerator is shown in the shaded
box.
In this study, we present the architecture in the context of an SoC where
the general-purpose cores and accelerators share a single address space as well
as the last-level cache through a cache-coherent interconnect. The accelerators
can be implemented either as ASIC or using on-chip FPGA fabric. In the latter
case, the architecture fits well into future integrated CPU-FPGA SoCs, which are
increasingly popular and attractive for general-purpose acceleration because it
can be easily reconfigured, and it allows fine-grained data sharing between the
CPU and accelerators. For applications that do not need fine-grained sharing,
the proposed architecture can also be adapted to discrete FPGAs with changes
to the memory hierarchy.
We present two variants of our architecture, named FlexArch and LiteArch,
which support different trade-off points between flexibility and overhead.
FlexArch supports the full continuation passing model, and allows program-
mers to implement algorithms using many parallel patterns including data-
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General Task-Parallel Yes No
Task Scheduling Work-Stealing Static Distribution
parallel and fork-join patterns as well as nesting in flexible ways. It uses work-
stealing for task scheduling. In comparison, LiteArch only supports the data-
parallel pattern, and uses static task distribution for task scheduling. LiteArch
is intended as a lightweight alternative for applications where a static data-
parallel pattern is sufficient and does not need advanced load balancing ca-
pabilities. Table 3.1 summarizes the features of the two architectures. An al-
gorithm using the data-parallel pattern can map to either architecture without
code changes. In contrast, an algorithm using the fork-join or continuation pass-
ing pattern maps naturally to FlexArch, but can only be mapped to LiteArch if
it can be rewritten using the data-parallel pattern.
3.3.1 FlexArch Tile and PE Architecture
Figure 3.4 shows the architecture of a FlexArch tile. A tile contains multiple pro-
cessing elements, as well as a pending task storage (P-Store), an argument/task
router, and network interfaces (Net IF). These components are connected via










































Figure 3.4: FlexArch tile.
The worker performs task-specific computations. Because this is the part
that an accelerator designer needs to describe for each application, the architec-
ture is designed to keep the worker simple. We factor out common function-
alities such as task management into separate modules that can be reused, and
provide the worker an interface to communicate with these modules by sending
and receiving messages. It has a task in port for receiving a task, a task out
port for spawning a task, an arg out port for returning a result value, and a
pair of cont req and cont resp ports for creating a successor task and re-
ceiving a continuation that points to it. The worker also has a memory port.
The architecture does not stipulate how the worker is implemented as long as
it follows the interface protocol. For example, it can be implemented in either
HLS or RTL. Our architecture currently uses homogeneous workers that can
run any task in the computation graph. The type of a task is identified by the
type field in the task message, which corresponds to the f in the computation
model. It is also possible to extend the framework to use heterogeneous workers
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where each worker is used to process different tasks, and is shared by the tile.
This allows coarse-grained resource sharing at the tile level. In contrast, when
using homogeneous workers, HLS tools perform fine-grained resource sharing
between the logic for different tasks at the worker level.
The task management unit (TMU) is responsible for feeding the worker with
tasks. Internally, it has a task queue that stores ready tasks. The task queue is
implemented as a double-ended queue that supports operations on both ends.
The worker enqueues and dequeues tasks at the tail of the queue in a LIFO
order, which is important because it results in much better task locality than
FIFO order, by traversing the task graph in a depth-first manner. When the task
queue becomes empty, the TMU initiates work stealing. It uses a linear feedback
shift register (LFSR) to pick a random PE as the victim. Then it sends a steal
request to the victim through the network. When the TMU on the victim PE
receives the request (shown as dotted arrows in Figure 3.4), it dequeues a task
from the head of its queue and sends it back to the stealing PE. Stealing from
the head is important for efficiency because it enables stealing a larger chunk of
work with each request (i.e. the task at the head is closer to the root of the task
spawn tree).
During low-parallelism phases of the computation, there may not be enough
parallel tasks available to keep all processing elements busy. As a result, the
TMUs will repeatedly send out work stealing requests, potentially causing con-
gestion in the work stealing network. To avoid this problem, the TMUs imple-
ment an exponential backoff scheme. We add a waiting period, which repre-
sents the number of cycles the TMU needs to wait before sending out a work
stealing request. Initially, the waiting period is set to a single cycle. After each
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unsuccessful steal, which indicates that there are not enough parallel tasks avail-
able, the waiting period is doubled until it reaches a limit (e.g., 128 cycles). In
this way, the work stealing activity is throttled during low-parallelism phases,
which not only alleviates network congestion, but also reduces energy con-
sumption. On the other hand, when the computation enters a high-parallelism
phase, we would like the PEs to quickly pick up the parallel tasks and process
them. To achieve this goal, we improve the design so that when the TMU per-
forms a successful steal, the waiting period is reset to a single cycle. This allows
the TMUs to quickly exit the exponential backoff process and begin processing
the parallel tasks that become available.
The P-Store holds pending tasks that are waiting for arguments, and keeps
track of whether they are ready for execution. Its function is analogous to the
reservation stations in an out-of-order processor. A straightforward design is
to implement the P-Store as a centralized structure for the entire accelerator,
where all pending tasks are kept. However, this would lead to severe contention
when scaling up the number of PEs. We address this challenge by proposing
a distributed architecture, where each tile has a local P-Store, but is still able
to access P-Stores on other tiles over the network. Because of locality in the
processing of the task graph, pending tasks created by a tile are likely to be
consumed within that tile, which means most accesses would go to the local
P-Store without incurring network traffic.
Figure 3.5 shows the P-Store architecture. Each P-Store consists of a control
unit, a free list, a join counter array, a metadata array, and argument arrays. The
free list keeps track of the available entries in the P-Store. When a PE requests














Figure 3.5: P-Store architecture.
The join counter array stores the number of missing arguments for each pend-
ing task. When an argument is received, the data is written to the argument
array specified by the continuation, and the join counter is decremented. If the
counter reaches zero, the task that became ready is sent to the PE that produced
the last argument, and the entry is deallocated.
The task queue and P-Store implemented in hardware have a maximum ca-
pacity that is fixed at design time. Thus it is important to make sure that there
is enough space to hold the ready and pending tasks. There are two aspects
of this issue. First, there needs to be enough space for a serial execution of the
computation with a single PE. For fully strict computations, the space needed is
proportional to the critical path of the task graph. For most parallelizable appli-
cations, the critical path is much smaller than the number of tasks in the graph
(the total amount of work), because this is a key requirement for the application
to be parallelizable. In fact, when the task spawn tree is balanced, the critical
path can be derived from the height of the tree, which grows logarithmically
with the number of tasks. As a result, the amount of space required is small
even for very large problem sizes. Second, when the number of PEs grows, the
space needed for a parallel execution should not exceed the available task queue
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and P-Store space. The space bound discussed in Section 3.2.3 guarantees that
the space required for a parallel execution with P processing elements is at most
S1P, where S1 is the space required for a serial execution. Assuming we fix the
number of PEs per tile, the available task queue and P-Store space also grows
linearly with the number of tiles. As a result, we can scale the number of tiles
without increasing the number of entries of the task queue or P-Store.
For highly unbalanced workloads, it is possible that the required space may
exceed what can economically fit in the on-chip task queue and P-Store. In this
case, we can extend the architecture to make the task queue and P-Store backed
by data structures in the main memory. The on-chip task queue and P-Store
would then cache the most recently used entries of the in-memory task data
structures.
The argument/task router steers argument and task messages between local
and remote tiles. This is needed for two reasons. First, when a worker returns an
argument, it may refer to a pending task on a remote tile. Second, when the P-
Store receives an argument from a remote PE and outputs a task, the task needs
to be sent back to the remote PE in order to implement greedy scheduling, which
is critical for guaranteeing the asymptotic bound on space [16]. The structure
of the argument/task router consists of two funnel/router pairs. The funnel
combines two message streams into one, and the router splits a stream into two






















Figure 3.6: LiteArch tile.
3.3.2 LiteArch Tile and PE Architecture
Figure 3.6 shows the architecture of a LiteArch tile. Compared to a FlexArch
tile, it does not have a P-Store or argument/task router as there is no support
for creating pending tasks or routing arguments and tasks between tiles. In this
architecture, the accelerator does not have a work stealing network. Within a
PE, the TMU is simplified to remove work stealing capabilities, and the worker
does not have P-Store ports. This architecture supports the data-parallel pattern
with the host CPU splitting the range into smaller subranges, and enqueuing
the tasks for execution on the PEs.
3.3.3 Networks
The argument and work stealing networks shown in Figure 3.3 are two logi-
cal networks. Our architecture does not specify the physical implementation of
these two networks, as long as they are compatible with the network interface
protocol. They can be implemented with different topologies, or even be com-
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bined into one physical network. In our implementation, we use crossbars for
the networks.
3.3.4 Memory Hierarchy
In our architecture, the accelerators are integrated into the general-purpose
memory hierarchy via the last-level cache, and share the same address space
as the general-purpose cores. Integrating accelerators into the memory hierar-
chy represents a challenge for many HLS tools. Traditional HLS tools assume
a fixed latency for all memory accesses, and generate large monolithic designs
which struggle when facing the variable memory latency of a general-purpose
memory system; a delay in any memory response would cause the entire design
to stall. Our accelerator architecture overcomes this problem by making PEs in-
dependent so that one stalled PE would not affect others, and using dynamic
work scheduling to balance the load on the PEs should any imbalance arise due
to memory latencies.
The accelerator has a number of L1 caches, one per each tile. The caches are
kept coherent among themselves and with the last-level cache. We found that
the cache coherence support is not necessary for many applications, but use
coherent caches in our architecture to support a wider range of applications in-
cluding the ones that require fine-grained sharing among PEs. For FPGA imple-
mentations, the accelerator caches can be implemented using the block RAMs.
Future FPGAs can also include hardened L1 cache blocks. Because the block
RAMs can be clocked at a considerably higher frequency than the accelerator
logic [29], the L1 caches can be double-pumped. Also note that the workers
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can have local memory structures such as scratchpads that are not a part of the
cache-coherent memory system. Some accelerators rely on the massive inter-
nal memory bandwidth provided by such local memory to achieve high per-
formance. When a task is stolen, data movement is performed transparently
through shared memory with coherent caches. Note that scratchpads in PEs are
only used to store temporary state, local to each task. We investigate the sin-
gle address space, cache-based memory system for two reasons. First, caches
reduce programming effort by removing the need to manually orchestrate data
transfers, which is a significant portion of the design efforts in today’s hardware
accelerators. Second, caches and a single address space enable fine-grained data
sharing between the CPU and FPGA, e.g. sharing pointer-based data structures,
which widens the range of applications that can be mapped to the architecture.
The proposed framework is also applicable to the DMA-based accelerators if
fine-grained data sharing is not needed, and designers are willing to explicitly
control data transfers. A PE can initiate DMA transfers to read input / write
output data for a task.
3.3.5 CPU-Accelerator Interface
The accelerator contains an interface (IF) block that serves as the interface be-
tween the CPU and the accelerator. The IF block implements a memory-mapped
interface. The CPU can send tasks to the accelerator and read results back using
memory-mapped accesses. Once the IF receives a task, it needs to pass it to the
PEs for processing. For FlexArch, we leverage work stealing for this purpose.
A PE can steal a task from IF via the work stealing network. For LiteArch, the
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Figure 3.7: Accelerator design flow.
one of the PEs.
3.4 Design Methodology and Framework
In this section, we discuss the methodology and framework we developed for
designing accelerators with low manual effort. Figure 3.7 shows the overall flow
of the framework. Accelerator designers describe the algorithm using a C++-
based worker description format, then the framework synthesizes the worker
RTL using HLS. Next, the framework combines worker RTL with an architec-
tural template it provides, and generates the final RTL of the accelerator.
3.4.1 Architectural Template
We implemented the proposed accelerator architecture as an architecture tem-
plate in PyMTL [69], a Python-based hardware generation language. The
template is parameterized so that the designer can configure the architecture
(FlexArch or LiteArch), the number of tiles and PEs, the number of entries of
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Table 3.2: Summary of task APIs.
Name Arguments Description
spawn
t: task to be spawned
task out: task spawn port
Spawn child task t through
port task out
spawn next
t: task to be spawned
task out: task spawn port
Similar to spawn, but the task






cont req: request port
cont resp: response port
Create a successor task of type
t with j missing arguments
through the cont req and
cont resp port pairs, and




arg out: output port
Return argument arg to the
task pointed by k through
port arg out
the task queue and P-Store, as well as the cache size.
3.4.2 Algorithm Description Format
While the accelerator architecture does not specify how the task processing logic
(worker) should be implemented, in practice, high-level synthesis is usually
preferred because of its productivity compared to RTL design. We support the
HLS approach by defining a C++-based worker description (CPPWD) format
and a set of task APIs. Using CPPWD and the task APIs, designers can describe
the worker logic and express operations in the computation model such as task
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spawning and synchronization. Table 3.2 summarizes the task APIs. The APIs
are implemented as a library, which enables them to be easily integrated into
existing HLS tools.
As an example, Figure 3.8 shows the CPPWD code for the Fibonacci algo-
rithm described in Section 3.2. The worker is defined as a function, and the
arguments of the function are the ports of the worker. The function header is
standard for all workers, except for the function name and task type, which
are defined by the designer. The body of the function defines the Fibonacci
algorithm, which recursively splits the problem into sub-problems by dynam-
ically spawning child tasks until reaching the base case, and then merging the
results back to obtain the answer. This algorithm is challenging to express us-
ing today’s accelerator design methodologies because it involves dynamically
bounded parallel recursion, but is trivial to express using our framework.
For the data-parallel pattern, the framework provides a helper function
(parallel for) similar to Intel TBB [93], which wraps the details of imple-
menting dynamic spawning/joining of tasks in an easy-to-use interface. CP-
PWD also supports the blocked range concept, which allows splitting a lin-
ear range into blocks of configurable size.
3.4.3 Accelerator RTL Generation
The framework generates the accelerator RTL by combining the synthesized
worker RTL with the architecture template according to the parameters speci-
fied by the designer, including the choice of the architecture, the number of PEs,










9 const FibTaskType task = task_in.read();
10
11 // continuation
12 task_k_t k = task.k;
13
14 if (task.type == FIB) {
15 int n = task.x;
16 if (n < 2)
17 send_arg(Argument(k, n), arg_out);
18 else {
19 // create successor task
20 k = make_successor(SUM, k, 2, cont_req, cont_resp);
21
22 // spawn child tasks
23 spawn(FibTaskType(FIB, k, 1, n-2, 0, 0), task_out);
24 spawn(FibTaskType(FIB, k, 0, n-1, 0, 0), task_out);
25 }
26 } else if (task.type == SUM) {
27 int sum = task.x + task.y;
28 send_arg(Argument(k, sum), arg_out);
29 }
30 }
Figure 3.8: C++-based worker description for Fibonacci.
rates the template and perform hardware generation to output the final RTL of
the accelerator. Design space exploration can be done easily by changing the
parameters given to the framework, without rewriting any code.
Using the design methodology, accelerator designers only need to write a
small amount of code describing a parallel algorithm, and the framework can





















Figure 3.9: Unified parallel accelerator and software flow.
3.5 Unified Framework for Parallel Accelerators and Software
In this section, we propose a design flow that enables mapping a single descrip-
tion of a parallel algorithm to both software and accelerators. Traditionally,
software programmers and accelerator designers rely on different languages
and frameworks. For example, to create parallel software, programmers usu-
ally use frameworks such as Cilk Plus [4], Threading Building Blocks [93], or
OpenMP [5]. To create parallel accelerators, designers either use hardware
description languages such as Verilog, or use specialized languages such as
OpenCL [54]. These two distinct sets of languages and tools have very different
semantics, programming model, and features sets, which makes porting appli-
cations between software and hardware time-consuming and error-prone. In
addition, using software programming frameworks and hardware design tools
require different knowledge and skill sets. As a result, it is difficult for pro-
grammers with only software expertise to use the hardware design tools, or
vice versa. It is desirable to have a single framework with a unified language
that both software programmers and hardware designers can use, which would
improve productivity, and expedite the adoption of accelerators.
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We have shown in previous sections of this chapter that algorithms de-
scribed using a task-based parallel computation model can be mapped to effi-
cient hardware architectures. In this section, we show that the same description
can also be mapped to parallel software runtimes. Figure 3.9 shows the unified
flow that has both a parallel accelerator backend and a parallel software back-
end. Starting from a C++-based algorithm description, designers can use the
hardware flow (described in the previous section) to generate a parallel acceler-
ator, and can also use the software flow to generate parallel software that targets
the Threading Building Blocks (TBB) runtime. To achieve this, the framework
provides a library that turns task operations into calls to the TBB runtime. The
primary reason we choose a library-based approach over a language-based ap-
proach is that it does not require modifications to the compiler. We leverage
TBB’s support for continuation passing and its work-stealing runtime instead
of creating our custom runtime, which has two benefits. First, the TBB runtime
is highly optimized, which ensures that the generated parallel software is effi-
cient. Second, it enables the flow to take advantage of TBB’s extensive support
for various operating systems and ISAs.
3.5.1 CPPWD-TBB Library
The framework is able to generate both hardware and software from the same
CPPWD-based algorithm description by providing two implementations of the
task APIs. The task APIs are used for operations such as spawning child tasks
and returning arguments. Figure 3.10 shows the hardware and software imple-
mentation stacks. In the hardware implementation, the task APIs are translated
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Figure 3.10: Hardware and software implementation stacks.
description reusable, we implemented virtual ports in the software implementa-
tion of the workers, which are objects with read or write methods. We imple-
mented a CPPWD-TBB library that the worker communicates with by sending
and receiving messages on the virtual ports. The library then converts messages
into calls to the TBB runtime.
Here we describe the implementation of task APIs for the software backend.
• spawn is implemented by sending a child task message on the
task out virtual port of the worker. The CPPWD-TBB library re-
ceives and parses the task message, and calls the TBB runtime’s
tbb::task::allocate additional child of method to allocate
the child task, and then calls tbb::task::spawn to perform the spawn
operation.
• spawn next is similar to spawn, but the task is allocated using
tbb::task::allocate continuation instead.
• make successor is implemented by sending a successor task mes-
sage on the cont req virtual port of the worker. The CPPWD-TBB li-
brary receives and parses the message, and then calls the TBB runtime’s
tbb::task::allocate continuation method to allocate the succes-
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Table 3.3: Programmability comparison. M: Manual. A: Assisted by the
compiler.
Step CPPWD TBB Cilk Plus
Algorithm Parallelization M M M
Code Restructuring M M A
Task Input/Output M M/A A
sor task.
• send arg is implemented by writing the argument value to the argument
slot pointed by a task’s continuation, without involving TBB.
3.5.2 Programmability
Here we describe the programmability of writing parallel programs using the
proposed unified framework, and compare it to native TBB and Cilk Plus.
To create a parallel program using the proposed unified framework, pro-
grammers need to write the code in a continuation passing style. Compared to
a sequential program, this involves three extra steps: (1) programmers need to
conceive an approach to parallelize the algorithm; (2) the program needs to be
restructured into several pieces (tasks), and the tasks need to be spawned and
synchronized using the task API; (3) programmers need to specify the input
and output data passed between the tasks. Table 3.3 shows whether these three
steps need to be manually performed or assisted by the compiler.
In all three frameworks, parallelizing the algorithm needs to be performed
manually, as none of them intend to perform automatic parallelization. In terms
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of code restructuring, both our framework (using CPPWD) and TBB require the
programmers to perform the step manually because they are both library-based
approaches. In Cilk Plus, this step is assisted by the compiler. Programmers
only need to annotate the code with certain keywords, and the compiler fron-
tend automatically transforms the code. In terms of passing input/output data
between the tasks, both our framework and TBB (prior to C++11) require the
programmers to manually specify the data to be passed. TBB (C++11 and later)
leverages the lambda capture feature of C++11 to assist the programmers in
this step. In Cilk Plus, this step is automated by the compiler. This comparison
indicates that our framework is somewhat a lower-level framework compared
to TBB and Cilk Plus. However, we found that in practice this does not sig-
nificantly affect productivity. The reason is that the most challenging part of
creating a parallel program is usually algorithm parallelization, while the other
two steps are fairly simple and mechanical. In addition, when the parallel algo-
rithm uses parallel for, our framework also provides a convenient wrapper
that alleviates the need to perform code restructuring and task input/output
handling. Future work may also look into providing compiler support for our
framework to automate these two steps in the general case.
3.6 Evaluation
In this section, we present the evaluation results for the proposed accelerator
framework. We first present a hardware prototype of accelerators on today’s
FPGA platform. Then, in order to perform a more detailed study of the archi-
tecture, and to avoid the limitations of the current FPGA platform, we present a
simulation-based study of the accelerators in the context of a future integrated
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CPU-FPGA SoC. Finally, we present an evaluation of the performance of paral-
lel software built using the unified description.
3.6.1 Benchmarks
We use a set of ten benchmark algorithms that cover a variety of application
domains, including linear algebra, graph search, sorting, combinatorial opti-
mization, image processing, and bioinformatics. Some of the benchmarks are
developed in-house, while others are adapted from benchmark suites such as
Cilk apps [40], Unbalanced Tree Search [77]. and MachSuite [92]. We coded par-
allel implementations of these algorithms using the unified description format
provided by our framework. Task granularity depends on application charac-
teristics, but is chosen to strike a balance between parallelization overhead and
load balancing. Table 3.4 summarizes the benchmarks and shows the charac-
teristics of each benchmark. Among them, the ones that are recursive, or have
nested or data-dependent parallelism are especially challenging to express in
existing accelerator design frameworks, but our framework allows writing these
algorithms easily.
Here we give a brief description of each benchmark algorithm, as well as the
approach we take to parallelize them:
1. nw implements the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, which is a dynamic
programming algorithm that aligns two DNA sequences. The algorithm
fills values of a two-dimensional matrix, where the value of each element
depends on its neighbors on the north, west, and northwest. We paral-
lelize nw by blocking the matrix, and using continuation passing to con-
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Table 3.4: Summary of benchmarks. PA: Parallelization Approach,
PF=parallel-for, FJ=fork-join, CP=continuation passing. R/N:
Recursive/Nested Parallelism. DP: Data-Dependent Paral-
lelism. MP: Memory Access Pattern. MI: Memory Intensity.
Name From PA R/N DP MP MI
nw In-house CP Yes Yes Regular Medium
quicksort In-house FJ Yes Yes Regular Medium
cilksort Cilk apps FJ Yes Yes Regular Medium
queens Cilk apps FJ Yes Yes Regular Low
knapsack Cilk apps FJ Yes Yes Regular Low
uts UTS FJ Yes Yes Regular Low
bbgemm MachSuite PF Yes No Regular Medium
bfsqueue MachSuite PF No No Irregular High
spmvcrs MachSuite PF No No Irregular High
stencil2d MachSuite PF No No Regular High
struct the task graph, similar to Figure 3.2(c).
2. quicksort implements the classic Quicksort algorithm, which is a di-
vide and conquer algorithm that recursively partitions an array into two
smaller arrays and sorts them. We use the Hoare partition scheme [52]
in our implementation, and use fork-join to parallelize across the divide-
and-conquer tree.
3. cilksort is a parallel merge sort algorithm first described in [9]. It re-
cursively divides an array into smaller arrays and sorts them, and also
performs the merging in parallel. When the sub-array size gets small, it
uses quicksort to sort the sub-array, which in turn partitions and sorts the
sub-arrays, and uses insertion sort when the sub-array size becomes suffi-
ciently small (tens of elements). We use fork-join to parallelize across the
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divide-and-conquer tree.
4. queens solves the classic N-queens problem. We use fork-join to paral-
lelize searching of the solution space.
5. knapsack solves the 0-1 knapsack problem. Our implementation uses a
branch-and-bound algorithm, and is parallelized using fork-join.
6. uts is a benchmark that dynamically constructs and searches an unbal-
anced tree. The unbalanced nature of the tree stresses the load balancing
capability of the architecture. We use fork-join to parallelize across the
subtrees.
7. bbgemm is a matrix multiplication kernel that uses blocking to achieve
good memory locality [61]. We use a block size of 32 and parallelize the
loop nest with two nested parallel-for’s.
8. bfsqueue is a breadth-first search algorithm that uses a queue to store
frontier nodes. We parallelize across the frontier with a parallel-for loop.
9. spmvcrs is a sparse matrix-vector multiplication algorithm using com-
pressed row storage format. We parallelism across the matrix rows using
parallel-for.
10. stencil2d performs stencil computation on a 2D image. We break the
image into blocks and use parallel-for to parallelize across the blocks.
For each worker that is generated by HLS, we applied standard HLS opti-
mization techniques such as loop pipelining and unrolling, and use application-
specific local memory structures such as scratchpads and buffers to achieve high
internal memory bandwidth when possible. In that sense, a single PE in our ar-
chitecture can be considered to represent optimized accelerators designed using
today’s HLS tools without additional parallelization support.
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For benchmarks that use fork-join or continuation passing, we also tried to
implement a version that only uses parallel-for, targeting the LiteArch. The
high-level idea is to use multiple rounds, with each round processing one level
of the task graph using a parallel-for, and at the same time constructing the next
level. This requires the tasks in the same level to be homogeneous. For bench-
marks that cannot be parallelized this way, we also tried to rewrite the algorithm
using a different approach if that helps mapping it to parallel-for. In the end,
we were able to implement parallel-for versions of nw, quicksort, queens
and knapsack, but not cilksort, due to the complexity and irregularity of
its dynamic task graph.
We also coded a parallel software implementation for each algorithm using
Intel Cilk Plus [4], and compiled with -O3 optimization and auto-vectorization
targeting NEON SIMD extensions.
3.6.2 Design Effort Comparison
Table 3.5 compares the lines of code between the Cilk Plus source code, the CP-
PWD source code and the generated Verilog RTL. The number of lines of the
generated Verilog code is intended to serve as a rough estimate of the design ef-
fort needed to describe the accelerators using a hardware description language.
Manual designs would have a different number of lines from the generated Ver-
ilog code, but is likely to be the same order of magnitude because manual de-
signs also need to implement the features needed to support dynamic work
generation and scheduling in order to be efficient. We can see that our frame-
work provides at least an order of magnitude reduction in code size because
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Table 3.5: Lines of code (LOC) comparison between Cilk Plus, CPPWD
(the input to the framework), and the generated Verilog code.
Blank lines and comments are not counted.
Benchmark
Lines of Code Ratio
Cilk Plus CPPWD Verilog Verilog / CPPWD
nw 131 147 9,534 64.9
quicksort 87 121 8,960 74.0
cilksort 207 366 11,339 31.0
queens 68 80 7,863 98.3
knapsack 41 74 7,922 107.1
uts 92 108 8,801 81.5
bbgemm 28 136 10,206 75.0
bfsqueue 60 72 8,350 116.0
spmvcrs 30 64 8,401 131.3
stencil2d 51 136 10,235 75.3
the framework handles most of the low-level details, rather than requiring the
accelerator designers to handle them. In addition, writing high-level CPPWD
code typically requires less effort compared to writing RTL because the high-
level code is untimed. From the above analysis, we estimate that our framework
can provide an order of magnitude gain in accelerator design productivity com-
pared to manually writing RTL. This estimation is consistent with our experi-
ence using the framework: most of the benchmark accelerators can be created
in one or two days, rather than requiring several weeks as in RTL design.
Compared to writing parallel programs using Cilk Plus, designing acceler-
ators using the framework with CPPWD only requires a small amount of extra
code. As we discussed earlier, the extra code is mainly from the needed to man-
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ually perform code restructuring and task input/output handling. There are a
few benchmarks that show a relatively large increase in code size compared to
Cilk Plus, most notably bbgemm and stencil2d. The reason is that for these
two benchmarks we implement algorithm-specific on-chip memory structures
(scratchpads and line buffers) in CPPWD in order to optimize the performance
of the accelerators, which lead to increased code size.
3.6.3 Hardware Prototype on Today’s FPGA
To demonstrate the proposed framework, we implemented a prototype system
using the Xilinx Zynq-7000 [7] FPGA SoC on Zedboard. The SoC includes two
ARM Cortex-A9 cores and an integrated FPGA fabric equivalent to Artix-7. We
implemented the FlexArch template for the FPGA and generated accelerators
using the flow described in Section 3.4.3. The Zynq-7000 platform has some
limitations compared to future integrated CPU-FPGA platforms that we envi-
sion (Figure 3.3). First, the FPGA fabric does not have a shared-cache interface
that can be used to implement coherent caches on the FPGA. As a result, we
implemented stream buffers instead of L1 caches to connect PEs to the L2 cache,
and a few benchmarks that rely on fine-grained cache accesses were not im-
plemented. Second, the bandwidth from the FPGA to the L2 cache is limited
by a single ACP port and is much lower than the CPU-to-L2 bandwidth. The
memory bandwidth becomes a bottleneck when scaling up the number of PEs.
We compare the performance of the accelerators to an optimized parallel
Cilk Plus implementation of the benchmarks running on the two ARM cores
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Figure 3.11: Accelerators performance compared to parallel software on
Zedboard.
PEs and 8 PEs, normalized to the parallel software implementation. The results
show that the 4-PE accelerators achieve up to 5.9x speedup over parallel soft-
ware (geomean 1.8x), and the 8-PE accelerators achieve up to 11.7x speedup
(geomean 2.5x). The results also reveal the limitations of the Zynq-7000 plat-
form. For example, the accelerators show a slowdown for spmvcrs, which is a
memory-bound benchmark, because the FPGA has lower memory bandwidth
to the L2 cache compared to the ARM cores. Similarly, there is little performance
improvement for nw, spmvcrs, and stencil2d when increasing the number
of PEs, again due to limited memory bandwidth.
3.6.4 Simulation Methodology
The limitations of today’s FPGA platform makes it difficult to evaluate the pro-
posed architecture in the context of future integrated CPU-FPGA platforms with
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Table 3.6: Platform configuration.
Technology 28nm
CPU
ARM ISA, eight-core, four-issue, out-of-
order, 32 entries IQ, 96 entries ROB, 1GHz
CPU L1 Cache
L1I/L1D: 32KB, 2-way, 64B line size, 1-cycle
hit latency, next-line prefetcher
Accel logic In FPGA fabric, 200MHz
Accel 32KB, 2-way, 64B line size, 400MHz,
L1 cache 1-cycle hit latency, next-line prefetcher
L2 Cache
2MB, 8-way, 1GHz, 10-cycle hit latency,
shared between cores and accelerator
DRAM
Single-channel 64-bit DDR3-1600, 12.8GB/s
peak bandwidth
support for cache coherent accelerators [104] and higher memory bandwidth.
For the rest of the section, we present a simulation-based study, which allows
us to further explore the design space and perform a more detailed evaluation.
We model a future integrated CPU-FPGA SoC where the CPU and FPGA
share a cache-coherent memory system. The parameters of the platform are
shown in Table 3.6. We use gem5 [15] to model the integrated CPU-FPGA SoC.
To simulate the accelerators, we modified gem5 by integrating an RTL simulator
(Verilator) into gem5 as a ClockedObject that is ticked every cycle, similar to
gem5’s CPU models. We wrote adapters to perform synchronization between
gem5’s event-based components (memory-system) and the cycle-based acceler-
ator RTL simulator. In this way, we can perform detailed RTL simulations of
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the accelerators, while retaining the flexibility in configuring the system com-
ponents such as cores, caches, interconnect, and DRAM.
We estimate FPGA resource utilization by synthesizing the RTL using Vi-
vado targeting Xilinx’s 7-series FPGA to obtain LUT/FF count, the number of
DSP slices, and the number of block RAMs. We estimate the resource utilization
of the accelerator caches using numbers from Xilinx’s cache IP [1].
To estimate the energy of the accelerators, we run Vivado’s power estimation
tool on the synthesized netlist using signal activity factors from RTL simulation.




Here we present the scalability of the proposed accelerator architecture using
parallel speedup, which is the speedup of a n-PE implementation over a single
PE implementation. In our experiments, we configure each tile to have 4 PEs
and simulate up to 8 tiles (32 PEs) for both FlexArch and LiteArch. For com-
parison, we also show the scalability of the Cilk Plus baseline on 1 to 8 cores.
Because a PE is much smaller and lower-power than an out-of-order core, we
can fit more PEs than cores in the same area and power budget. On the mem-
ory system side, the 8-tile and 8-core configurations have the same number of
L1 caches. Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 shows the scalability results for the Cilk Plus
software implementation and the accelerators, respectively. Comparing the soft-
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Table 3.7: Scalability of Cilk Plus. The numbers are the speedup of a n-core
implementation over a single core implementation.
Benchmark
Cilk Plus on OOO CPU
1-C 2-C 4-C 8-C
nw 1.00 1.74 3.21 5.54
quicksort 1.00 1.91 3.42 5.40
cilksort 1.00 1.98 3.78 7.05
queens 1.00 1.99 3.92 7.65
knapsack 1.00 2.05 3.92 8.20
uts 1.00 1.75 2.81 3.91
bbgemm 1.00 1.99 3.85 7.04
bfsqueue 1.00 1.77 3.11 4.64
spmvcrs 1.00 1.95 3.50 5.45
stencil2d 1.00 1.99 3.85 7.04
geomean 1.00 1.91 3.52 6.04
ware and accelerators results, the accelerators achieve similar speedups (from 1
to 8 cores/PEs) compared to Cilk Plus, which is a state-of-the-art task-based par-
allel programming framework and runtime. In addition, the accelerators con-
tinue to get more speedups with more PEs for most benchmarks. This shows
that the proposed accelerator architecture is effective in harnessing the paral-
lelism in applications.
Comparing the two accelerator architectures, LiteArch accelerators match
the scalability of the FlexArch accelerators when algorithms map naturally
to the data-parallel pattern (bbgemm, bfsqueue, spmvcrs and stencil2d).
However, for benchmarks that have dynamic data-dependent parallelism or are
irregular (parallelized with fork-join or explicit continuation passing), FlexArch
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Table 3.8: Scalability of the accelerators. The numbers are the speedup of
a n-PE implementation over a single PE implementation.
Benchmark
Flex Accelerator Lite Accelerator
1-PE 2-PE 4-PE 8-PE 16-PE 32-PE 1-PE 2-PE 4-PE 8-PE 16-PE 32-PE
nw 1.00 1.98 3.69 7.11 13.23 21.19 1.00 1.81 3.09 5.10 7.54 9.90
quicksort 1.00 1.89 3.24 5.15 6.52 6.81 1.00 1.61 2.54 3.46 4.55 5.17
cilksort 1.00 1.99 3.50 6.94 13.66 26.20 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
queens 1.00 1.89 3.10 6.20 12.12 24.20 1.00 2.00 3.96 7.45 12.08 13.21
knapsack 1.00 1.97 3.22 6.13 12.55 23.94 1.00 1.93 3.80 7.64 15.15 29.99
uts 1.00 1.95 3.66 6.50 11.32 15.64 1.00 1.92 3.52 5.76 7.51 7.44
bbgemm 1.00 1.99 3.88 7.50 13.38 17.48 1.00 1.95 3.42 6.39 11.29 18.27
bfsqueue 1.00 1.78 3.36 6.13 9.93 12.40 1.00 1.56 4.23 6.95 9.99 12.55
spmvcrs 1.00 1.99 3.59 6.86 13.16 16.51 1.00 1.93 2.91 5.52 10.16 17.42
stencil2d 1.00 1.99 3.17 6.22 12.12 20.13 1.00 1.98 2.73 5.36 10.32 17.35
geomean 1.00 1.94 3.43 6.44 11.57 17.35 1.00 1.85 3.31 5.82 9.37 12.98
accelerators generally achieves better scalability, except for knapsack. The
knapsack implementation on LiteArch uses a different algorithm that sacrifices
algorithmic efficiency in order to map to parallel-for. Though it has good scal-
ability, we will see later that the absolute performance is actually much lower.
These results indicate that LiteArch is adequate to support regular data-parallel
algorithms. FlexArch, on the other hand, is a better fit for most other parallel al-
gorithms. This is because although some of these algorithms can be rewritten to
map to LiteArch, their dynamic and irregular nature makes the implementation
less efficient, due to less effective load balancing and/or reduced algorithmic
efficiency.
The results also show that some benchmarks have better scalability than oth-
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ers. For example, the two sorting algorithms, cilksort and quicksort, show
similar speedups when there are only a small number of cores/PEs. However,
when the number of cores/PEs increases, cilksort can continue to scale its
performance, achieving 26.20x speedup with 32 PEs using FlexArch, while the
performance of quicksort quickly tapers off. The reason is that these two al-
gorithms have a different amount of dynamic parallelism. quicksort has a
significant non-parallelizable portion. Specifically, the partitioning step is per-
formed serially, thus the achievable speedup is limited by Amdahl’s law. In
contrast, cilksort (a.k.a. parallel merge sort) generates a large number of par-
allel tasks during execution, hence it achieves better scalability.
The results also indicate that the FlexArch architecture achieves good load
balancing using its hardware-based work stealing mechanism. For example,
uts (Unbalanced Tree Search) is particularly difficult to load balance and re-
quires frequent work stealing operations. Cilk Plus only achieves 3.91x speedup
with 8 cores. In comparison, the FlexArch accelerator achieves 6.50x speedup
with 8 PEs, and is able to continue to scale the performance with more PEs,
which demonstrates the efficiency of the hardware-based work stealing mecha-
nism.
Normalized Performance
Figure 3.12 shows the performance of FPGA accelerators normalized to a sin-
gle out-of-order core. The horizontal line represents the performance of parallel
software using Cilk Plus running on eight cores. The crosspoint represents the
number of PEs that is needed to achieve the performance of the 8-core parallel
software implementation. The results show that the accelerators outperform the
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Figure 3.12: Normalized accelerator performance. The x-axis is the num-
ber of workers (PEs). The y-axis is performance normalized
to a single OOO core. The horizontal bar indicates the perfor-
mance of an eight-core Cilk Plus implementation.
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8-core software implementation for most benchmarks. When using 32 PEs, the
FlexArch accelerators are up to 9.1x (geomean 4.0x) faster than eight cores, and
up to 69.5x (geomean 24.1x) faster than a single core. The accelerators cannot
significantly outperform the 8-core software implementation for quicksort
and spmvcrs. As discussed earlier, quicksort has a significant serial por-
tion, so the processor with a high frequency runs faster. spmvcrs is limited
by memory bandwidth, as a result all implementations eventually reach similar
performance.
The LiteArch accelerators achieve similar performance as the FlexArch ac-
celerators for data-parallel benchmarks. For most other benchmarks, FlexArch
significantly outperforms LiteArch, especially with a large number of PEs. Also
note that the performance difference of knapsack comes from the algorithmic
inefficiency as discussed earlier.
These results also demonstrate that FPGA accelerators need to exploit par-
allelism in order to provide performance benefits over parallel software. Tra-
ditional HLS tools that use sequential C/C++ code as input can only generate
accelerators that roughly match the performance of a single PE, which is often
slower than parallel software. Our framework enables mapping parallel algo-
rithms to FPGA easily and achieves compelling performance (and shown later,
energy) advantages over parallel software.
Execution Time Breakdown
Figure 3.13 shows the execution time breakdown of the FlexArch accelerators.
The percentage is calculated by aggregating the execution time across all PEs.
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Figure 3.13: Execution time breakdown for FlexArch accelerators. Busy:
PE is actively processing a task. Wait: PE is waiting to steal a
task. Steal: PE is performing task stealing.
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Execution time is divided into three components: busy, wait, and steal. The
busy component represents that a PE is actively processing a task. The wait
component represents that a PE is waiting to initiate task stealing. This is be-
cause task stealing is throttled when there are few available tasks in the system
to prevent congestion in the work stealing networks. The steal component rep-
resents that a PE is performing task stealing. The overall trend seen from the
graphs is that as we increase the number of PEs, the percentage of time spent in
work stealing operations (wait and steal) increases. There are mainly two rea-
sons. First, as we increase the number of processing elements, the serial portion
of a program will become a larger percentage of overall execution time accord-
ing to Amdahl’s law. This shows up as time spent in work stealing because
the PEs repeatedly try to steal work from each other but there are simply not
enough parallel tasks available in the system. Second, as the number of PEs
increases, it becomes more challenging to balance the load on the PEs, and thus
require more work stealing operations.
Among the benchmarks, quicksort spends the most time in work stealing
operations when increasing the number of PEs because it has a significant serial
portion. uts and spmvcrs also spend a sizeable amount time in work steal-
ing because of the irregularities in the computation. nw and bbgemm spends
more time in work stealing for large accelerator configurations (32-PE) because
there is not enough parallelism to keep all PEs busy. Note that we use the
same problem size for all accelerator configurations in order to keep the results
consistent with the performance numbers shown earlier. In reality, as pointed
out in Gustafson’s law [47], programmers tend to use larger problem sizes as
more computing resources become available. The reasoning is that program-
mers will use the improved computing power to solve larger problems in the
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same amount of time, rather than trying to minimize the execution time for a
fixed-size problem. Because the available parallelism in an application grows
with the problem size, we expect that in reality less percentage of execution
time will be spent in the work stealing operations compared to shown in the
figure for large accelerator configurations.
Task Queue and P-Store Occupancy
Figure 3.14 shows the maximum number of occupied entries in any task queue
or P-Store at any point of execution for the FlexArch accelerators. Most bench-
marks only need a small number of task queue and P-Store entries. This is
because when the task graph is balanced, the space required is logarithmic to
the problem size, and thus is small even for very large problems. The only
benchmark that requires significantly more space is uts, because its task graph
is highly unbalanced. Nonetheless, the number of entries it requires can still
easily fit into on-chip memories. For example, we use the block RAMs on FP-
GAs to implement the task queues and P-Stores. The smallest configuration of
the block RAMs has 512 entries [116], which is already sufficient to meet the re-
quirements of all benchmarks we experimented with. When needed, the blocks
RAMs can also be sized up to support larger task queue and P-Store sizes.
Another trend that we can see from the figure is that increasing the num-
ber of PEs does not require larger task queues. This confirms the space bound
property discussed in Section 3.2.3 and Section 3.3.1, which states that the total
space required for a parallel execution with P processing elements is at most
S1P, where S1 is the space required for a serial execution. Because the total
number of available task queue entries grows with the number of PEs, we can
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Figure 3.14: Maximum Task Queue and P-Store Occupancy for FlexArch
accelerators. The x-axis is the number of PEs. The y-axis is
the maximum number of occupied entries in any task queue
or P-store at any point of execution.
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Table 3.9: FlexArch accelerators resource utilization. Each tile consists of
four PEs and a cache. DSPs are shown in the number of DSP48
slices. BRAMs are shown in the number of RAM18’s (each
RAM36 counts as two RAM18’s).
Benchmark
Flex PE Flex Tile (incl. Cache)
LUT FF DSP RAM LUT FF DSP RAM
nw 1487 1547 3 7 8914 8668 12 51
quicksort 1828 1484 0 6 10618 8484 0 47
cilksort 5961 3785 0 8 27233 17622 0 58
queens 549 535 0 4 5744 4684 0 40
knapsack 737 770 5 5 6083 5674 20 45
uts 2227 2216 0 5 11510 11438 0 44
bbgemm 1551 1789 15 19 9671 9620 60 100
bfsqueue 1481 1190 0 6 9353 7348 0 48
spmvcrs 1441 1273 3 13 9303 7660 12 76
stencil2d 1741 2334 12 10 10316 11905 48 64
increase the number of PEs without increasing the number of entries in each
PE’s task queue.
The space bound also applies to the P-Store. In our experiments, each tile
has up to four PEs. Because the P-Store is shared among the PEs in a tile, as
we increase the number of PEs from one to four, the P-Store occupancy grows
because of the increasing sharing. As we further increase the number of PEs,
the P-Store occupancy does not grow further because of the space bound. Note
that nw does not use the P-Store, so the occupancy is always zero.
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Table 3.10: LiteArch accelerators resource utilization. Each tile consists of
four PEs and a cache.
Benchmark
Lite PE Lite Tile (incl. Cache)
LUT FF DSP RAM LUT FF DSP RAM
nw 1273 1346 1 4 6431 6838 4 36
quicksort 1857 1490 0 2 8665 7387 0 28
cilksort N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
queens 704 606 0 0 4164 3851 0 20
knapsack 575 466 0 0 3591 3295 0 20
uts 2541 2158 0 0 10997 10063 0 20
bbgemm 1019 1361 15 14 5401 6736 60 76
bfsqueue 887 822 0 1 4901 4791 0 24
spmvcrs 875 905 3 8 4777 5119 12 52
stencil2d 1200 1964 12 5 6175 9359 48 40
3.6.6 Resource Utilization
Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 shows the per-PE and per-tile resource utilization of the
FlexArch and LiteArch accelerators, respectively. Each tile consists of four PEs
and a cache. The DSP blocks are mainly used to implement multipliers, and
the BRAMs are used as local scratchpads and buffers, task storage, and caches.
The results show that the LiteArch accelerators generally use fewer resources
than the FlexArch accelerators. The reduction is most apparent for regular data-
parallel benchmarks (bbgemm, bfsqueue, spmvcrs, and stencil2d) whose
tasks graphs can be determined statically. The reason is that these benchmarks
consist of a single parallel range whose task graph can be determined statically,
thus the LiteArch accelerators avoid the cost of dynamically splitting the range
and generating the task graph in hardware, as done in the FlexArch accelera-
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tors. As a result, LiteArch is a good fit for data-parallel benchmarks. On the
other hand, the resource reduction by using LiteArch for other benchmarks is
less significant, as the task graphs need to be constructed dynamically in both
architectures. The FlexArch architecture is a better fit for these benchmarks, due
to its ability to perform efficient load balancing and thus achieve significantly
better performance.
To put the resource utilization numbers into context, we studied how many
PEs can be mapped to typical FPGA devices. We experimented with two FPGA
devices: a low-cost FPGA (Artix XC7A75T) similar to the one on Zedboard, and
a mainstream FPGA (Kintex XC7K160T). The low-cost FPGA can fit on average
4 tiles (16 PEs) for FlexArch, and 5 tiles (20 PEs) for LiteArch. The mainstream
FPGA can fit 8 tiles (32 PEs) for most benchmarks (except for cilksort) for
both FlexArch and LiteArch.
3.6.7 Power and Energy Efficiency
Figure 3.15 shows the performance and energy efficiency of the accelerators
(16-PE configuration) normalized to a Cilk Plus implementation on eight out-
of-order cores. The results show that the proposed accelerators are lower power
and more energy efficient for all benchmarks, with most benchmarks showing
more than 10x gain in energy efficiency. Comparing the two accelerator archi-
tectures, there exists a clear trend in the performance/energy efficiency profile:
FlexArch usually achieves better performance, while LiteArch often has better
energy efficiency. On average, FlexArch achieves a normalized energy efficiency
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Figure 3.15: Normalized performance and energy efficiency. Energy ef-
ficiency is the inverse of energy consumption. Both perfor-
mance and energy efficiency are normalized to the Cilk Plus
implementation on 8 OOO cores. Points to the right of the
vertical line have better performance. Points above the hor-
izontal line have better energy efficiency. The diagonal line
represents the iso-power line. Points above the diagonal line
have lower power. Points for the same benchmark are linked.
Note that both axes are in log scale.
3.6.8 Cache Size Customization
In our evaluation, the accelerator L1 cache (tile cache) are built using the BRAMs
in the FPGA fabric. The size of the cache can be customized according to appli-
cation characteristics. For benchmarks that are not memory intensive, or have
good locality, the cache sizes can be made smaller to reduce BRAM usage with-
out significantly degrading performance. Figure 3.16 shows the performance
of the FlexArch accelerators (16-PE configuration) when varying the L1 cache
size from 4kB to 32kB. The benchmarks that have an irregular memory access
pattern (bfsqueue and spmvcrs) show the largest performance loss. nw and
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bbgemm also showed some performance loss because of the reduced tempo-
ral reuse with smaller cache sizes. The other benchmarks perform relatively
well even with a small cache size. Among them, cilksort, quicksort, and
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Figure 3.16: Performance when varying accelerator L1 cache size.
3.6.9 Parallel Software with Unified Description
The benchmark applications presented earlier in this evaluation are already
written in the unified description format. The only exception is UTS, which con-
tains an RTL component for SHA-1 calculation. We compiled all benchmarks
except for UTS with the CPPWD-TBB library and the TBB runtime to obtain
the executables. To evaluate the performance of parallel programs built using
the unified description, we compare them with two other parallel software im-
plementations. The first is the Cilk Plus implementation described earlier. The
second is a native TBB implementation we coded without using the unified de-
scription. All three implementations are compiled with the same compiler flags
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Figure 3.17: Performance comparison between parallel software imple-
mentations.
Figure 3.17 compares the performance of all implementations normalized to
Cilk Plus. Overall, Cilk Plus has the highest performance. The performance of
the implementation using the unified description (CPPWD) on TBB runtime is
about 5% lower than Cilk Plus, while native TBB is about 18% lower. Native
TBB has lower performance likely because it uses stalling scheduling, which is
known to less efficient [94].
For most benchmarks, the performance of all implementations is similar.
There are a few exceptions. Cilk Plus has much higher performance than both
TBB and CPPWD-TBB on knapsack, likely because it uses continuation steal-
ing, which has lower overhead. CPPWD-TBB has higher performance than Cilk
Plus and TBB on queens and bfsqueue. This is because the CPPWD ver-
sion initially written for hardware implementation copies data into local arrays,
which turns out to have better locality when implemented in software as well.
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In summary, the evaluation results show that the performance of the unified
description running on TBB runtime is competitive with state-of-the-art task-
based parallel programming frameworks.
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CHAPTER 4
PREDICTIVE DVFS FRAMEWORK FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY
4.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes an architectural framework that enables accelerators to
perform intelligent dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to achieve
good energy-efficiency for interactive and real-time applications. Energy sav-
ings are achieved by accurately adjusting the voltage and frequency levels of
accelerators to match the computation demand. One key challenge of perform-
ing DVFS is to accurately predict the computation demand ahead of time. The
framework automatically generates application-specific predictors by analyz-
ing the source code of accelerators and build prediction models using machine
learning techniques, which removes the need to manually tune the predictor,
and at the same time achieves better accuracy and more energy savings.
Modern SoCs often contain hardware accelerators that interacts with the
user or perform real-time processing of tasks, such as video codecs, image sig-
nal processors in cameras, and computer vision accelerators in self-driving cars.
Although more energy-efficient than general-purpose processors, the power
consumption of hardware accelerators is becoming a concern as applications
demand more computational power. For example, the DaDianNao machine
learning accelerator consumes 15.97W [25]. The FPGAs used to accelerate the
Bing web search engine consumes up to 22.7W per chip [87], and the FPGAs
used to accelerate neural networks in Microsoft’s datacenters consume 125W
per chip [31]. The power consumption of accelerators is especially a concern for
battery-powered mobile devices, where power directly impacts battery life, as
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well as datacenters, where power not only affects electricity costs, but also af-
fects cooling and power distribution costs. Fortunately, the interactive nature of
many accelerated applications, as well as the variations in the workload, means
that the accelerators do not need to operate at the peak performance levels at
all times. Thus, it is important to dynamically adjust the performance level of
accelerators to achieve good energy efficiency.
Dynamically adjusting the performance level is subject to a few constraints.
Accelerators used in interactive or real-time applications have response time re-
quirements. Interactive applications are required to respond to user inputs by a
certain deadline for responsiveness. Real-time applications such as frame-based
applications need to process each frame before the screen refresh deadline, oth-
erwise the frame will be dropped, and the application will feel sluggish. In
both cases, meeting response time requirements is essential for good user expe-
rience. On the other hand, finishing tasks earlier than the response time require-
ments does not improve user experience due to the limits of human perception.
In other words, there often exists slack in interactive or real-time applications,
which can be exploited to improve energy-efficiency by lowering the perfor-
mance level of the system, using techniques such as dynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling (DVFS). Unfortunately, today’s software/hardware abstractions
do not offer applications an easy way to express their timing requirements. As
a result, the hardware accelerators/IP blocks are usually agnostic to the timing
requirement of the applications, and operate in best-effort mode. When there
is a high variation in the workload, the hardware accelerators need to operate
conservatively to make sure they meet deadlines even in the worst-case. This
means they often run at unnecessarily high performance levels compared to
what is needed to meet deadlines in the average case, which leads to wasted
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energy.
Various techniques exist for exploiting such slack in the software part of
applications, using either reactive approaches [18, 30, 45, 68, 83] or predictive
approaches [46, 53, 119, 120]. However, exploiting slack to inform fine-grained
DVFS has not been studied much for hardware accelerators.
In this chapter, we present an architectural framework for automatically
generating fine-grained DVFS controllers for accelerators that exploits input-
dependent variations. We observe that input-dependent control decisions are
the major source of execution time variations. A good estimate of an accelera-
tor’s execution time can be obtained if its control decisions for a certain input are
known. In order to do this, we propose an automatic flow to generate a minimal
version of a hardware accelerator from its RTL description, which computes the
control decision features given an input. A model based on convex optimization
is developed and trained to map these features to the accelerator’s execution
time and the most efficient DVFS level to run the accelerator at.
Our approach is general and applicable to a wide range of hardware ac-
celerators. We implemented and tested this predictive DVFS framework on a
number of accelerators including video decoding, image processing, encryp-
tion, physics computation, etc. Our results show the framework can generate
DVFS controllers that make more accurate predictions and achieve more energy
savings than manually designed controllers, while being fully automatic.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses exe-
cution time variations in hardware accelerators and existing DVFS controllers.
Section 4.3 describes our predictive DVFS framework, including the features
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used, prediction model, method to generate the predictor, and DVFS model.
We also include a case study on using the framework for an example accelera-
tor. Section 4.4 discusses our evaluation methodology, experimental setup, and
evaluation results.
4.2 Fine-grained DVFS for Hardware Accelerators
4.2.1 System Setup
The system we consider in this chapter consists of general-purpose processor
cores, caches, main memory, and hardware accelerators. The cores and acceler-
ators are loosely coupled. The accelerators access memory through the shared
last-level cache or memory bus. Each accelerator contains computation logic,
and often internal scratchpad memories to store the working set. We assume
each accelerator’s DVFS level can be controlled individually.
4.2.2 Tasks and Jobs
Here we define some terminologies used in this chapter. A task is a piece of
work that has an associated deadline. For example, for a video player, decoding
and rendering a frame is a task. In this case, the deadline associated with a task
is determined by the frame rate of the video. A job is a dynamic instance of
a task. For example, decoding a video at 60fps executes 60 jobs every second.
Figure 4.1 shows a sequence of jobs for a task.
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Timedeadline deadline deadline deadline
Job 0 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3
Figure 4.1: A sequence of jobs for a task.
4.2.3 Execution Time Variation
The execution time for each job can vary depending on the job’s input. For ex-
ample, Figure 4.2 shows the execution time for a hardware H.264 decoder when
decoding three video clips of the same resolution. We can see that even though
all frames have the same resolution, there is a large variation in job execution
time for frames in different videos, or even between frames in the same video.
The reason for such large execution time variations is that for each frame, de-
pending on the content in it, the H.264 algorithm chooses different modes to
encode each macroblock in a frame, which leads to different computation com-
plexity for decoding, and thus different execution time. Note that if we take
into account videos of different resolutions, the execution time variation will be
even larger. If we can lower the frequency for frames with shorter execution
time, significant energy savings can be achieved.
However, setting an appropriate DVFS level for each job is not easy. The
large and irregular variations in workload make it difficult to predict the next
job’s execution time. Without accurate prediction, the DVFS controller has to be
conservative and use higher DVFS levels to avoid deadline misses, missing op-
portunities for energy reduction. Otherwise, the DVFS controller risks missing
deadlines when there is a sudden increase in job execution time.
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Figure 4.2: Execution time of H.264 decoder for three video clips at 60fps.
Each point is one job (frame).
4.2.4 Current Approaches to DVFS
DVFS is widely used for reducing the energy of computation. The key idea of
DVFS is to reduce voltage and frequency to provide “just enough” performance
to the application. An important part of a DVFS controller is the prediction of
future workload, which allows the voltage and frequency to be lowered to the
minimum required level while satisfying response time requirements.
For applications without response time requirements, simple interval-based
scheduling algorithms [111] can be used. These algorithms usually divide time
into fixed-length intervals and measure the utilization of the previous interval
and set DVFS level for the next interval. Since response time is not a require-
ment, some level of performance degradation caused by workload mispredic-
tion can be tolerated. These algorithms are widely used in operating systems.
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For example, the Linux power governors [18] are interval-based.
For applications with response time requirements, misprediction has to be
minimized since it degrades the quality-of-service (QoS). There are many ap-
proaches in literature and industry practice to perform DVFS under response
time requirements. The following summarizes approaches that can be applied
to hardware accelerators.
Table-based: Some hardware accelerators, including the Multi-Format
Codec (MFC) in Samsung Exynos Series SoCs, use a lookup table to determine
the DVFS level [2]. The table is addressed by a coarse-grained parameter, such
as the resolution of a video. Before decoding a video, the driver will look into
the table and set a DVFS level for the entire video sequence. Researchers have
also studied using the type of frames as inputs to the table [105]. However, these
approaches do not take into account fine-grained job-to-job execution time vari-
ations. Essentially, these approaches set DVFS levels to the worst case for that
coarse-grained parameter used to index the table. As can be seen in Figure 4.2,
though all jobs have the same coarse-grained parameter (resolution in this case),
most jobs have much shorter execution time than the worst-case. Thus the
coarse-grained approach misses opportunities for energy reduction.
Reactive Control: A number of previous studies proposed using reactive
control approaches to adjust DVFS levels. Some studies investigated using job
execution time history to predict future job execution time, and set DVFS levels
accordingly [30, 74]. Others proposed using control theory-based approaches,
such as PID control [45, 68, 83]. Most of these studies target software-based sys-
tems, but some of them also consider hardware accelerators [74, 105]. These
approaches are simple to implement, and work well for applications whose ex-
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Figure 4.3: Actual execution time and execution time predicted by PID
controller for H.264.
ecution time varies slowly with time. However, many applications and accel-
erators do not fall into this category. For applications with rapid changes in
job-to-job execution time, reactive decisions to adjust DVFS levels tend to lag
behind actual changes, leading to deadline misses. Figure 4.3 shows an exam-
ple how a PID-based controller mis-predicts job execution time for H.264 video
decoding. When actual execution time shows spikes occasionally, the PID con-
troller’s prediction lags behind by one frame, causing one under-prediction and
one over-prediction, which leads to one job missing deadline and one job run-
ning at unnecessarily high frequency around the spike. Apart from lagging
behind in decision making, reactive control approaches can not be applied in
some cases. For example, when browsing a website, the images processed by
the JPEG decoding accelerator usually do not show correlation with previous or
next images, rendering any reactive control approaches ineffective.
Predictive Control: There have been a few studies that looked at using pre-
dictive approaches to predict execution time and set DVFS levels accordingly.
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The target applications include interactive games [46], video players [95], web
browsers [119, 120] and servers [53]. Predictive control has been shown to out-
perform reactive control for these applications. However, all of these studies
target software-based systems. Moreover, these approaches use application-
specific features for prediction, which require domain-specific knowledge and
manual effort to identify and obtain. Predictive control of DVFS for hardware
accelerators is largely unexplored. As more and more hardware accelerators
are deployed in applications today, it is necessary to take them into account
in controlling DVFS. In this chapter, we propose a predictive DVFS framework
for hardware accelerators. In addition, our prediction framework uses features
automatically extracted from hardware, which eliminates the need for domain-
specific knowledge or manual effort in obtaining features.
4.3 Predictive DVFS Framework for Hardware Accelerators
In this section, we propose a framework for controlling accelerator DVFS based
on execution time prediction. At high level, our goal is to predict the lowest
DVFS level each job can run at without violating response time requirements.
This can be done in two steps: first, we predict the execution time for each job at
a nominal frequency (i.e. without doing DVFS). After that, we predict what the
execution time would be at each DVFS level, and choose the lowest level that
meets response time requirements.
Figure 4.4 illustrates how accelerators operate with predictive DVFS. For
each job, a predictor is run first to obtain an estimate of the execution time of the
job. Then the best DVFS level is set according to predicted execution time. Af-
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Figure 4.4: Operation of predictive DVFS.
ter frequency and voltage change stabilizes, the accelerator’s main logic starts
execution. Figure 4.5 shows the block diagram of an accelerator with execution
time prediction-based DVFS controller. For each job, the predictor informs the
clock generator and voltage regulator the frequency and voltage to be used. Ac-
cess to the scratchpad memory is time-multiplexed between the predictor and
the main computation logic. Although in our implementation the predictor di-










Figure 4.5: Accelerator with execution time prediction-based DVFS.
We have the following design goals for the DVFS framwwork:





































Figure 4.6: Execution time prediction flow.
DVFS controller looks ahead into upcoming jobs and predicts what the
execution time would be before actually running the jobs.
• General: The DVFS framework should be general and applicable to a wide
range of accelerators. To this end, the framework does not use application-
specific knowledge.
• Automated: The DVFS controller should be generated by an automated
flow with minimal manual effort.
• Low overhead: The DVFS controller should have low overhead in terms
of area and energy, or increased design complexity.
Figure 4.6 shows the high-level flow for our DVFS framework based on ex-
ecution time prediction. It consists of two parts. The offline part works during
the design process of the accelerator to generate the predictor. The online part
shows the operation of the predictor during accelerator execution.
Although we only investigate DVFS in this chapter, this approach can also
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be applied to other methods for performance-energy trade-off, such as dynam-
ically reconfiguring accelerators to different performance-energy points, etc.




Data In Data Out
Accelerator Logic
Figure 4.7: Control-Datapath structure of an accelerator.
In Section 4.2.3, we showed that accelerators can have significant input-
dependent execution time variations. Here we describe where these variations
come from. Figure 4.7 shows a typical high-level structure of an accelerator.
It mainly consists of two parts: control unit and datapath. The control unit is
responsible for handling requests and responses, as well as orchestrating com-
putation in the datapath by generating various control signals. The datapath
performs computation on the input data to generate the output, and also gener-
ates various signals for the control unit to make decisions.
The control unit is usually composed of one or more Finite State Machines
(FSMs). Figure 4.8 shows an example FSM from the control unit of an acceler-
ator. In state S1, the accelerator reads a piece of input data. Then, depending
on the value, the FSM transitions to either state S2 or S3 to perform computa-
tion. When computation is done, the FSM transitions to state S4 to generate an






Figure 4.8: Example Finite State Machine in control unit.
in state S2 and S3 can take different number of cycles (for example, 50 and 100
respectively). This is the major source of execution time variation.
A job usually uses multiple inputs. For example, an image consists of mul-
tiple macroblocks. If we know the decisions made by the control FSMs when
processing each input, and the processing time of each computation state, we
can predict execution time, and consequently the best DVFS level to run the job
at.
4.3.2 Features from Hardware Accelerators
In this section, we describe the features we use to represent the decisions of the
control unit. Here a feature refers to a measurable property that can be extracted
during accelerator execution. We also show how these features and the control
decisions they represent correlate with execution time.
We observe that control unit decisions are embedded in the state transitions
of the control unit FSM. For example, in Figure 4.8, a state transition from S1 to
S2 means the control unit decides to perform some computation associated with
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state S2. If we count the number of state transitions from S1 to S2, we can know
the number of times computation associated with S2 has taken place. Thus, we
use state transition count (STC) as a type of feature in our prediction model.
However, knowing state transition counts is not enough. We also need to
know how each state transition impacts execution time of the accelerator. This
can be divided into two cases: If the latency of a computation state is fixed,
we can use statistical regression to figure out how much time the computation
takes given enough training data. If the latency is variable depending on in-
put, statistical regression can only estimate the average latency, which is not
enough to make good predictions. We observe that in this case, there is usually
a counter to keep track of whether the computation is finished. For example,
when the computation starts, the control unit sets the counter to the latency of
the computation. In each cycle the counter is decremented until it reaches zero,
signaling the end of computation. The range of the counter correlates with the
computation’s impact on execution time. In a decrementing counter, range can
be obtained from the counter’s initial value. In an incrementing counter, range
can be obtained from the counter’s final value before a reset. Thus, we use sev-
eral counter-related features: 1) initialization count (IC), which is the number of
times each counter is initialized. 2) average initial value (AIV), which is the av-
erage value a counter is initialized to. 3) average pre-reset value (APV), which is
the average of a counter’s final value before a reset. The last two features cap-
ture the range of each counter. Table 4.1 summarizes the features we use in our
prediction model.
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Table 4.1: Summary of features in prediction model.
Feature Source Granularity
STC FSM Each source-destination states pair
IC Counter Each counter
AIV Counter Each counter
APV Counter Each counter
4.3.3 Identifying and Obtaining Features
Manually annotating and modifying FSMs and counters in hardware accelera-
tor designs would be too tedious and not feasible for large designs. Moreover,
many accelerators are third-party IPs and system designers are not familiar with
their internals. Thus, we propose an automated approach to identify and extract
such features in hardware accelerators based on a static analysis of RTL code of
accelerators.
The first step of the analysis is to identify FSMs and counters in the RTL, as
these are the sources of features. To achieve this, a behavioral RTL of hardware
accelerators is first transformed to a structural RTL using a synthesis tool. We
use Yosys [112], which is an open-source synthesis suite. After that, we use
an algorithm to find FSMs in the design based on techniques from a previous
study [99] on extracting FSMs from a gate-level netlist. The algorithm works by
analyzing the RTL and look for specific structures related to FSMs. Similar to
identifying FSMs, counters are also identified by RTL analysis.
The next step is to instrument the accelerator so that it records feature val-
ues during its operation, as illustrated in the offline stage of Figure 4.6. This is
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done through RTL analysis and instrumentation. For state transition counts, we
extract each FSM’s transition table and compute the criteria for each state tran-
sition to take place. For each source-destination pair, we instrument the RTL to
generate a signal whenever the transition criteria is met, and record the number
of times the signal is asserted using a register. With this, we can simply read out
the register’s value to get a state transition count. Similarly, for initialization
counts, we compute the criteria for the counter to be initialized and instrument
the RTL to generate a signal when the criteria is met. To keep track of an av-
erage initial value and an average pre-reset value, we use registers which are
controlled by the initialization criteria. Note that we do not actually have to
calculate the average, it is sufficient to record the sum of these values and the
prediction model will take care of scaling the values to obtain average. All these
steps are done automatically without manual effort using our RTL analysis and
instrumentation framework implemented inside the Yosys open-source Verilog
analysis and synthesis suite.
After instrumenting the accelerator, we run RTL simulations with a training
set of job input data to obtain the feature values as well as execution time for
each job.
4.3.4 Prediction Model
After obtaining the features and execution time for each job, we develop a model
that takes feature values and maps them to execution time. The model is then
trained using the feature values and execution time data from training runs. We
have the following requirements for our prediction model: (1) Accurate pre-
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diction. (2) Low overhead in terms of time, area, and energy. A simple model
which uses a small number of features is preferred. (3) Conservative prediction,
which means when there is a trade-off to be made between a deadline miss and
less energy savings, the model should avoid deadline miss even though it may
use more energy.
With these requirements in mind, we use a linear model to map feature val-
ues to execution time. Linear models are very simple to evaluate at runtime by
calculating the dot product of feature values and model coefficients, which is
just a series of multiply accumulate operations. The linear model can be written
as
y¯ = xβ
where y¯ is the predicted execution time, x is a vector of feature values, and
β is a vector of model coefficients. Table 4.2 summarizes the variables in our
prediction model.
To train a linear model, the most common way is to use a least squared error




However, this commonly used approach has major drawbacks in the context of
DVFS control: first, it uses all feature values to calculate the target function, de-
spite the fact that only a few features are often sufficient to predict the execution
time. Second, this approach tries to minimize both positive and negative errors.
However, in the context of DVFS, it is more important to minimize negative
errors to reduce deadline misses.
To address the first issue, we use Lasso [107] to minimize the number of
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Table 4.2: Variables in prediction model.
Variable Type Description
y¯ Scalar Predicted execution time
x Vector Feature values
β Vector Model coefficients
y Vector Profiled execution times
X Matrix Profiled feature values
Xβ− y Vector Prediction errors
α Scalar Under-predict penalty weight
γ Scalar Number of terms penalty weight
‖ · ‖ Scalar L2-norm (Euclidean distance)
‖ · ‖1 Scalar L1-norm (sum of absolute values)
non-zero coefficients in our model by adding a penalty term to our model:
minimize
β
‖Xβ− y‖2 + γ‖β‖1
where γ is parameter empirically determined to reduce the number of non-zero
coefficients without impacting modeling accuracy too much. To address the
second issue, we separate positive and negative errors:
minimize
β
‖pos(Xβ− y)‖2 + α‖neg(Xβ− y)‖2 + γ‖β‖1
where pos(x) = max(x, 0) and neg(x) = max(−x, 0). We set α > 1 to place
more weight on negative errors.
It can be shown that the objective function we try to minimize above is con-
vex. Thus, we can use a convex optimization solver to fit the model.
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4.3.5 Hardware Slicing
Now we have a model to predict execution time from features. However, to ob-
tain feature values for a job at run-time, we need to run the hardware accelerator
with the job’s input. This is not feasible since our goal is to predict execution
time before running the hardware accelerator. To address this issue, we pro-
pose to generate a minimal version of the hardware accelerator, which we call a
hardware slice. During runtime, the slice can be executed with the job’s input to
quickly calculate the feature values.
To generate such a slice, we use program slicing techniques on hardware
description languages [34] to only keep the part of the original accelerator that
computes the features of interest, while removing other parts of the hardware.
This allows us to obtain a slice that is much smaller than the original hardware
accelerator in terms of area.
However, executing such a slice would take the same number of cycles as
the original hardware accelerator. This is not fast enough since we need to make
predictions before running the hardware accelerator. The reason why a slice can
not run faster is that the control unit is not aware that some parts of the hard-
ware were removed, and still waits in certain states as if the original computa-
tion is still taking place. For example, in Figure 4.8, the FSM still transitions to
S2, waits for a number of cycles, and then transitions to S4. This inefficiency can
be removed by modifying the FSM transition table to remove the waiting be-
havior. This optimization does not affect the accuracy of the prediction because
we still have the information about how long the FSM would stay in waiting
states from counter initial values and pre-reset values. The resulting hardware




After obtaining an execution time prediction for a job under the nominal fre-
quency, a DVFS model is used to predict what the execution time would be
under different frequencies. We use a common model in literature [70] that de-
composes execution time into memory time and compute time:
T = Tmemory + C/ f
where T is execution time, Tmemory is the part of execution time when the ac-
celerator is stalled waiting for memory, which does not scale with accelerator
frequency. C is the number of cycles when the accelerator is not stalled, and f is
the frequency of the accelerator. From the execution time prediction, we know
T0 = Tmemory + C/ f0
where T0 is the predicted execution time, and f0 is the nominal frequency. To
predict the execution time under a different frequency, we need to know Tmemory
and C. We found that for the many accelerators, Tmemory is negligible, because
most accelerators preload data from memory ahead of time in parallel to the
computation. This can be either done using DMA or using the data supply
framework described in Chapter 2. Thus, the equation above can be simplified
as
T0 = C/ f0
Assuming Tbudget is the time budget for the job, we can run the accelerator at
f = C/Tbudget = f0T0/Tbudget
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to minimize energy while meeting deadline.
In real hardware, however, there are only a few discrete frequencies the ac-
celerator can run at. As a result, we need to round up f to the nearest frequency
level. Also, executing the hardware slice and switching voltage/frequency takes
some time, which needs to be deducted from Tbudget. We can also add a margin
to the predicted execution time to be conservative. After taking all these into
account, we set the final frequency level to be
f = d f0(T0 + Tmargin)/(Tbudget − Tslice − TDVFS)e
and execute the accelerator, where d·e represents rounding to the nearest fre-
quency level above.
4.3.7 Predictor Operation Modes
There are a few options regarding how to run the predictor and main computa-
tion job. In Figure 4.4, we have shown a simple sequential mode that runs the
predictor first, sets a DVFS level, and then runs the accelerator. Figure 4.9 shows
two alternative modes. In pipelined mode, prediction for job i + 1 runs while job
i is running. This ensures the DVFS decision is ready at the start of a job with-
out incurring time overheads from predictor execution. However, this requires
that the prediction for job i + 1 does not use the output of job i. In parallel mode,
the main jobs start running at a conservative DVFS level with predictor for that
job running alongside. After predictor finishes execution, the DVFS level is set
according to the prediction, and the main job continues to execute at the pre-
dicted DVFS level. Parallel mode does not require independent jobs, while still






































Figure 4.10: Architecture of H.264 decoder.
4.3.8 Case Study
In this section, we present a case study on execution time prediction using the
H.264 decoder as an example. We discuss the features chosen by the framework
and why these features can be used to predict execution time. We also discuss
the details of the hardware slice, and show which parts of the original accelera-
tor were kept and which parts were sliced out.
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Figure 4.10 shows the high-level architecture of the H.264 decoder [117].
During decoding, the bitstream parser reads an H.264 bitstream from memory,
and performs parsing and entropy decoding. Then, according to the prediction
type, each macroblock is either sent to the intra prediction or inter prediction
pipeline. The prediction output is then combined with the output of residue
decoding. The result is then processed by the deblocking filter to generate the
final picture. Each block in Figure 4.10 has its control unit and datapath.
In feature detection step, our framework detected 257 features related to
FSMs and counters. Using Lasso, the number of features is reduced to only 7
while still maintaining good prediction accuracy with a worst-case error around
3%. Among these features, two of them are FSM transitions related to the num-
ber of transform coefficients in the residue decoding of a macroblock. The other
5 features come from the inter prediction (motion compensation) pipeline. They
are counters that control the preloading of data used by inter prediction, as well
as counters that control the computation of macroblocks. All these features are
in the control unit of the corresponding blocks of the H.264 decoder, and thus
do not involve the main computation datapath.
Since the most computation-intensive parts of the decoder are not involved
in generating the features, the hardware slicing step of the framework was able
to remove them, such as the datapath of intra and inter prediction, deblocking
filter, etc. The slice only contains the bitstream parser and the control units of
intra and inter prediction pipeline. As a result, the hardware slice was very
small and energy-efficient compared to the full decoder. The area of the slice
is 37,713µm2, which is only 5.7% of the full decoder. In addition, the execution
time optimization step of our framework was able to remove empty waiting
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states in the hardware slice, thus the slice only takes 5%-15% percent of the full
decoder’s execution time to generate features. As a result, the hardware slice
only consumes 2.8% of the energy compared to the full decoder. Furthermore,
predicting the execution time from features is very fast since the model is linear
with only 7 coefficients.
For comparison, we also built a predictor based on application-specific fea-
tures that we manually identified for H.264 using an approach proposed in a
previous study [95]. These features were obtained using an H.264 bitstream
analysis software. Surprisingly, the predictor using manually identified fea-
tures had a worst-case prediction error around 10%, compared to 3% for our
automatically generated predictor. Further inspection revealed that a subtle ef-
fect (long latency for blocks with quarter-pixel motion vectors) was not captured
by the manually identified features. While carefully chosen application-specific
features may improve prediction accuracy, obtaining them requires a deep un-
derstanding of the algorithm, which often can only be done by domain experts.
4.4 Evaluation
In this section, we present the evaluation results for the proposed DVFS frame-
work. We first discuss our evaluation methodology and experimental setup.




We use an integrated evaluation methodology that uses a combination of circuit-
level, gate-level and register-transfer-level modeling. Circuit-level modeling is
used to characterize the voltage-frequency relationship. Gate-level modeling
is used to build accurate area and energy models. And register-transfer-level
modeling is used to accurately model the performance of hardware accelerators.
Circuit-level modeling: For ASIC accelerators, we characterize the relation-
ship between voltage and frequency for our accelerators using SPICE simula-
tions based on a method reported in literature [41]. For each accelerator, we
used a chain of FO4 loaded inverters such that the total delay of the chain
matches the cycle time of the accelerator at nominal voltage. Then we change
the supply voltage and measure the voltage-delay curve and use that to model
the accelerator’s frequency under different voltage levels. For FPGA accelera-
tors, the voltage-frequency relationship is obtained from published characteri-
zations [14].
Gate-level modeling: For ASIC accelerators, we implemented each hard-
ware accelerator using Synopsys Design Compiler, IC Compiler, PrimeTime PX
with the TSMC 65nm standard-cell library characterized at 1 V. Detailed post-
place-and-route gate-level simulations were used to obtain the power and en-
ergy of the accelerator’s execution for a subset of the jobs at 1 V. Then we apply
the voltage-frequency model and the frequency-execution time model to esti-
mate the power and the energy consumption under different DVFS levels. For
FPGA accelerators, the synthesis and place-and-route flow is based on Vivado.
Post-place-and-route simulations are used to obtain power and energy estima-
tions, which are then scaled to different DVFS levels.
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Register-transfer-level modeling: We use RTL simulations to determine the
execution time of each job for our accelerators. We assume the accelerators
are not bandwidth-limited and a DMA controller transfers data from the main
memory to the accelerator’s scratchpad before executing each job.
4.4.2 Experimental Setup
We use a set of seven benchmark accelerators in our evaluation, including an
H.264 video decoder [117], a JPEG encoder [81], a JPEG decoder [79], a molec-
ular dynamics accelerator [92], a stencil filtering accelerator used in image pro-
cessing [92], an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) accelerator [78], and a
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) accelerator [80]. Note that even though some
hardware accelerators are traditionally throughput-oriented, they can have re-
sponse time requirements when used as a part of a frame-based or interactive
application. For example, when a user is playing a DRM-protected video, a
crypto accelerator has to decrypt the data for each frame before a certain dead-
line. As another example, when a smartphone camera shoots in a burst mode,
the JPEG engine has to encode each picture before a certain deadline. Table 4.3
lists the accelerators and describes what a task is in each accelerator. Table 4.4
describes the workloads we use to train and test the DVFS controller.
For ASIC accelerators, we use six equally-spaced voltage levels that span
from the nominal voltage at 1 V (high performance/energy point) to 0.625 V
(low performance/energy point). The frequency corresponding to a voltage is
determined using the voltage-frequency relationship obtained from circuit-level
modeling. For FPGA accelerators, we use seven equally-spaced voltage levels
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Benchmark Description Task
h264 H.264 video decoder Decode one frame
cjpeg JPEG encoder Encode one image
djpeg JPEG decoder Decode one image
md Molecules/physics simulation Simulate one timestep
stencil Image filtering Filter one image
aes Advanced Encryption Standard Encrypt a piece of data
sha Secure Hash Function Hash a piece of data
Table 4.3: Summary of benchmarks.
Benchmark Workload (Train) Workload (Test)
h264 2 videos (600 frames, same size) 5 videos (1500 frames, same size)
cjpeg 100 images (various sizes) 100 images (various sizes)
djpeg 100 images (various sizes) 100 images (various sizes)
md 200 steps (particle pos. changes) 200 steps (particle pos. changes)
stencil 100 images (various sizes) 100 images (various sizes)
aes 100 pieces of data (various sizes) 100 pieces of data (various sizes)
sha 100 pieces of data (various sizes) 100 pieces of data (various sizes)
Table 4.4: Summary of workloads.
from 1 V to 0.7 V. We assume voltage regulators are off-chip. Switching time
for off-chip voltage regulators are typically in the range of 10µs [57]. In our
evaluation, switching time is conservatively set to 100µs to account for potential
overheads in case changing DVFS levels involves device drivers. However, we
do note that there are faster DVFS switching techniques in literature [41, 57],
which could further reduce DVFS switching overhead to the range of tens of
nanoseconds.
We set the deadline for each job at 16.7ms, which corresponds to the 60fps
screen refresh rate in most of today’s devices. We compare our prediction-based
DVFS controller with the following schemes:
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Bench- Area Frequency Execution Time (ms)
mark (µm2) (MHz) Max Avg. Min
h264 659,506 250 11.46 7.56 6.50
cjpeg 175,225 250 13.90 5.22 0.88
djpeg 394,635 250 14.79 3.78 1.82
md 31,791 455 15.52 7.11 0.80
stencil 10,140 602 15.97 5.92 1.41
aes 56,121 500 16.19 4.62 1.94
sha 19,740 500 12.94 4.11 1.11
Table 4.5: Summary of ASIC implementation results.
1. baseline: The baseline runs at constant voltage and frequency. Each accel-
erator runs at 1 V and the frequency it is synthesized at.
2. pid: The PID-based controller uses prediction errors from previous jobs
together with a control-theory based algorithm to determine the execution
time of the next job. For each accelerator, we tuned the PID controller’s
parameters to achieve the best prediction accuracy. A margin is added to
PID controller’s output to reduce the number of deadline misses. We tried
different margins and chose 10% as the amount that balances deadline
miss rate and energy savings.
3. prediction: This is our prediction-based DVFS controller. A 5% margin is
added to its prediction. Its predictions are usually fairly accurate so only
a small margin is needed.
4.4.3 Results for ASIC Accelerators
Implementation Results Table 4.5 shows the area, frequency, and execution
time statistics for the benchmark accelerators. The area numbers are from place-
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and-route results. The frequency numbers are shown for nominal voltage at 1
V. The execution time statistics are obtained at nominal voltage and frequency.
Large execution time variations are observed.
Execution Time Prediction Accuracy Figure 4.11 shows box-and-whisker
plots of prediction error of our scheme for each benchmark. The box extends
from the 25% to 75%, with a line at the median. The whiskers extend from
the box to show the range of the data. Positive numbers correspond to over-
prediction and negative numbers correspond to under-prediction. For most
benchmarks, the prediction error is negligible, indicating the effectiveness of
our approach. The JPEG decoder showed higher prediction error. This is be-
cause some of its execution time variations cannot be accurately modeled using
the extracted features. Specifically, some of the FSMs in the decoder stay in a
state for a variable number of cycles which cannot be obtained using a corre-
sponding counter. However, our slice-based predictor still captured the major-
ity of its execution time variations. In addition, the convex optimization-based
prediction framework is conservative and leads to very few under-predictions.
Energy Savings and Deadline Misses Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of
normalized energy and deadline misses between different DVFS schemes. The
energy numbers are normalized to the baseline. The baseline always runs at
constant frequency and thus has the highest energy but no deadline misses.
On average, our schemes achieved 36.7% energy savings across all bench-
marks. PID-based DVFS controller has 4.3% higher energy consumption than
our scheme. In addition, the PID controller often chooses lower DVFS levels
than needed which leads to many deadline misses. On average, the PID-based
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Figure 4.11: Errors of slice-based execution time prediction. The box ex-
tends from the 25% to 75%, with a line at the median. The
whiskers show the range of the data. Outliers are shown as
individual points.
controller misses 10.5% of the deadlines while our prediction-based controller





















































































































































































Figure 4.13: Area, energy and execution time overhead of prediction slice.
Overheads of Execution Time Prediction The hardware slice for our
prediction-based DVFS has overheads in terms of area, energy, and time. The
prediction slice takes up extra die area, and consumes energy during execution.
Also, since the prediction slice is run before the actual job, the time needed to
run the slice reduces the amount of time left to run the job, which in turn re-
duces the opportunity to run the job at a lower frequency. Figure 4.13 shows
the overheads of the slice. Slice energy is normalized to the actual job’s energy.
Slice area is normalized to the accelerator’s area. Slice time is normalized to the
job’s deadline. On average, the prediction slice adds 5.1% area overhead to the
baseline accelerator. Running the prediction slice takes about 3.5% of the time
budget, while adding 1.5% energy overhead to the job on average. The energy
overhead is low because the slice is small compared to the full accelerator, and
only runs for a short period. Besides the overheads introduced by the hard-
ware slice, DVFS switching also has overheads since the voltage and frequency









































































Figure 4.14: Normalized energy and deadline when overhead is removed.
To better understand how these overheads impact energy savings and dead-
line misses, we show the results for the prediction scheme when the overheads
of hardware slice and DVFS switching are removed. In addition, we also show
the results for an oracle scheme that always sets a best DVFS level for each job,
and without DVFS switching overhead. Figure 4.14 shows that by removing
these overheads, energy savings are improved by 3.1%, from 36.7% to 39.8%.
Deadline misses are reduced from 0.4% to 0%. The oracle scheme has 40.5%
energy savings, which is 0.7% higher than the prediction scheme without over-
heads. Both the oracle scheme and the prediction scheme without overhead
have zero deadline misses. This shows that the prediction scheme with over-
head removed is very close to optimal. It also indicates that the deadline misses
we see in the prediction scheme without overhead is not due to misprediction.
Instead, it is because insufficient time budget is left after the slice finishes exe-
cution, so that even running at highest frequency will miss the deadline. This
only happens to jobs whose execution time is very close to, or even longer than
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Figure 4.15: Normalized energy and deadline misses with voltage boost-
ing.
These rare misses can be eliminated by boosting voltage temporarily for
these jobs. With execution time prediction, the DVFS controller knows when
the time budget left is not enough, and can boost DVFS level accordingly. Fig-
ure 4.15 shows normalized energy and deadline misses when we introduce a
boost level at 1.08 V. With voltage boosting, deadline misses are eliminated
while only increasing normalized energy by 0.24%.
Sensitivity Study on Varying Deadlines Figure 4.16 shows the normalized
energy and deadline misses when we vary the job deadline from 0.6x to 1.6x
of the deadline used before. For conciseness, we only show results averaged
across all benchmarks. Since our DVFS model is aware of the deadline, it will
use lower DVFS levels to save energy when deadlines are longer, and use higher
DVFS levels trying to meet response time requirements when deadlines are
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Figure 4.16: Normalized energy and deadline misses when varying dead-
lines (averaged across all benchmarks).
shorter. When the deadline is shorter than 1.0x, the prediction-based DVFS con-
troller starts showing misses. This is mostly due to the deadlines being too
short to meet for some jobs even when running at highest frequency, which is
why the baseline policy also shows misses. When the deadline is increased,
the prediction-based DVFS controller achieves more energy savings while still
meeting all deadlines. Note that the execution time predictor does not need to
be retrained when the deadline changes. Only a new deadline needs to be set
in the DVFS model. The PID-based controller, on the other hand, still shows
misses even with longer deadlines because it often uses the wrong DVFS level
due to low prediction accuracy.
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4.4.4 Results for FPGA-based Accelerators
In this section, we show results for FPGA-based accelerators. The target FPGA
device we use is Xilinx Kintex-7. The execution time prediction accuracy for
FPGA accelerators is similar to the accuracy for ASIC accelerators because the
features used for prediction are from RTL level, and the prediction model is able
to adapt to differences in operation frequency.
Figure 4.17 shows normalized energy and deadline misses of different
DVFS schemes for FPGA-based accelerators. Overall, FPGA-based accelera-
tors achieved 35.9% energy savings with the predictive DVFS framework, while








































































Figure 4.17: Normalized energy and deadline misses for FPGA-based ac-
celerators.
Figure 4.18 shows the overheads of the slice for FPGA-based acceler-
ators. On average, the prediction slice use 9.4% resources (average of
LUT/DSP/BRAM) of the baseline accelerator. Running the prediction slice con-
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sumes 2% of the energy of the job on average, while using about 3.5% of the time
budget. The resource overhead for stencil appears large because the acceler-
ator only uses a small number of LUTs for control logic while using DSP blocks
for main computations. As a result, the relative overhead is shown to be high

















































































































Figure 4.18: Area, energy and execution time overhead of prediction slice
for FPGA accelerators.
4.4.5 Extensions
Accelerators Generated using High-Level Synthesis High-Level Synthesis
(HLS) allows designers to write accelerators in a high-level programming lan-
guage such as C, and synthesizes them into RTL descriptions. To use our frame-
work with HLS-generated accelerators, one way is to analyze the RTL generated
by HLS, extract features, and build a predictor by slicing the RTL. However, if
analysis can be done during the HLS process, it can potentially enable opti-
mizations that can not be easily performed at RTL level. For example, instead
of slicing the RTL to obtain a hardware slice, we can use program slicing [110]
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on the C code to obtain a software slice that calculates the control flow features,
and then synthesize the sliced C code into hardware. The HLS tool can perform
optimizations during the synthesis, resulting in a slice that calculates feature
values faster. This leaves more time budget to run the accelerator itself, reduc-























































Figure 4.19: Comparison of prediction errors and deadline misses between
slicing at RTL and HLS level.
We compared these two approaches using the md and stencil accelera-
tors [92], which have C versions available. Figure 4.19 shows that the prediction
accuracy of both approaches are very high, but when the hardware slice is gen-
erated using HLS from sliced C code, the deadline misses are gone. This implies
the slice generated using HLS runs faster because we know from Section 4.4.3
that the deadline misses in md and stencil are caused by insufficient time
budget left after the slice finishes execution rather than mispredictions. This
can be verified by looking at Figure 4.20, which shows the slice execution time



















































































Figure 4.20: Comparison of area, energy and execution time overhead be-
tween slicing at RTL and HLS level.
Software-based Predictors Some accelerators have a software version with
the same function, either because they are generated using HLS, or because they
have a software implementation (e.g. ffmpeg for H.264). In these cases, instead
of building hardware predictor, we can run a software predictor on the CPU to
predict the execution time of the accelerator. We experimented with this idea on




This chapter describes the existing work related to this thesis. Section 5.1 dis-
cusses high-level design methodologies for accelerators. Section 5.2 discusses
previous work on data supply for accelerators. Section 5.3 discusses related
work on parallel programming and design methodologies for parallel acceler-
ators. Section 5.4 discusses related work on dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling and execution time prediction.
5.1 High-Level Design Methodologies for Accelerators
Traditionally, accelerators are designed using a hardware-oriented flow that in-
volves writing low-level register transfer level (RTL) code using hardware de-
scription languages such as Verilog and VHDL. The high complexity and poor
productivity of this flow have lead researchers to look into design methodolo-
gies that provide a higher level of abstraction.
5.1.1 High-Level Synthesis
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) compiles high-level languages such as C/C++ [20,
114] into RTL descriptions. A major reason that HLS improves productivity is
that it decouples the functional specification from the timing specification of hard-
ware design. Most high-level languages are untimed, meaning that program-
mers only need to describe the functional behavior of an algorithm or applica-
tion. In contrast, RTL design is timed, meaning that the designer needs to specify
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both the functionality and exact time each operation takes place, which is te-
dious to perform manually. HLS tools allow programmers to focus on the func-
tional specification, and uses sophisticated algorithms to automatically generate
the timing schedule. Many HLS tools allow programmers to issue high-level di-
rectives to guide the scheduling process, which enables generating multiple de-
signs with different performance, power, and area profiles from the same func-
tional description. This ability to quickly explore the design space is another
reason why HLS achieves higher productivity compared to RTL design. Many
high-level synthesis frameworks have been proposed, with support for various
input languages. Here we describe a number of widely used frameworks.
Bluespec Bluespec is a framework which includes a language and a set of tools
for hardware design. The language, Bluespec SystemVerilog (BSV), extends Sys-
temVerilog to support describing hardware as a set of Guarded Atomic Actions,
which specifies the operations and the rules under which they should fire. The
Bluespec compiler then synthesizes BSV into RTL (Verilog) by finding a sched-
ule for the operations that satisfies the rules. The BSV language also supports
many advanced features of modern programming languages, such as object-
oriented interfaces, polymorphic types, static type checking, and first class pa-
rameterization [76].
HLS from C Family Languages C family languages such as C/C++, SystemC,
and OpenCL are among the most widely supported languages for HLS, with
various tools developed by commercial companies [54, 114] and academic in-
stitutions [20]. HLS compilers for these languages perform a series of steps
including code transformation, resource allocation, operation scheduling, and
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resource binding to generate RTL. Due to the procedural nature of these lan-
guages, directly mapping the statements in a program to hardware would often
be overly serialized and inefficient. Thus, HLS tools often use compiler analy-
sis as well as additional user-provided directives to control how the procedural
constructs such as loops are mapped to efficient hardware pipelines.
HLS from Domain Specific Languages Domain-specific languages (DSLs)
trade off generality for efficiency. DSLs often provide a higher level of abstrac-
tion than general-purpose languages, and potentially enable programmers to
more productively express certain domain-specific algorithms and allow HLS
tools to generate more efficient hardware. Delite Hardware Definition Lan-
guage (DHDL) [58] is a DSL for generating accelerators based on a collection
of parallel patterns inspired by functional programming languages. Halide [90]
is a DSL for generating efficient image processing pipelines, and can be synthe-
sized into hardware [84].
The architectural frameworks proposed in this thesis research leverage HLS,
but in addition address some challenges faced by existing HLS frameworks,
such as not able to tolerate variable memory latency, and insufficient support
for dynamic parallelism. Furthermore, the design methodology proposed in
this thesis combines the benefits of both HLS and RTL designs, while avoiding
their shortcomings. HLS is used to allow accelerator designers to productively
describe application logic, and the frameworks use RTL to implement highly
optimized and configurable accelerator architectures that are challenging to im-
plement in existing HLS tools. The reusable architecture templates allow de-
signers to use the accelerator architectures without needing to manually write
any RTL.
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5.1.2 Hardware Generation Languages
Hardware Generating Languages (HGLs) aim to enable rapid design spacing
exploration for hardware designs. In contrast to HLS, HGLs are typically used
with RTL designs. Genesis2 [97] combines SystemVerilog with Perl scripts to
enable creating highly parameterizable hardware designs (“chip generators”),
which are templated designs that encapsulate designer knowledge and design
trade-offs. Chisel [12] is a hardware construction language embedded in Scala
that enables rapid hardware generation using highly parameterized generators
and layered domain-specific hardware languages.
The architectural frameworks proposed in this thesis leverage HGLs for im-
plementing the parameterizable architecture templates. We use PyMTL [69],
which is a hardware generation language embedded in Python. Our frame-
works extend the HGL approach by allowing designers to use HLS to synthe-
size application logic from high-level languages, which is more productive than
writing hardware generation languages.
5.2 Data Supply for Accelerators
Efficient data supply is a fundamental requirement for accelerators to achieve
good performance. Depending on how tightly the accelerators are integrated
with general-purpose processor cores, and the way the accelerators are de-
signed, researchers have proposed different approaches to address the data sup-
ply problem.
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5.2.1 Data Supply for In-Core Accelerators
Accelerators that are tightly integrated into a processor core often rely on the
processor pipeline to perform memory accesses. A number of proposals per-
form memory accesses in a decoupled fashion, following the Decoupled Ac-
cess/Execute (DAE) paradigm. DAE [101] was originally proposed for in-order
processors as a complexity-effective mechanism to address the memory latency
problem by dividing a program’s instructions into an access stream and an ex-
ecute stream that run in a decoupled fashion and communicate through archi-
tecturally visible queues. Later work extended DAE to out-of-order processors
and found that DAE can use two small instruction windows to achieve the ef-
fect of a single large instruction window, but with less complexity [55]. In recent
work, DeSC [49] explored DAE for heterogeneous architectures and proposed
to use an out-of-order processor core to supply data to a hardware accelerator.
MAD [51] proposed to use dataflow to build a specialized engine that executes
memory access phases efficiently, which can also be used to supply data to hard-
ware accelerators.
The data supply framework proposed in this thesis differs from previous
work as we target stand-alone accelerators that are not tightly integrated with
a processor core or dedicated memory access engine. We employ DAE as a
paradigm to design accelerators that effectively tolerate the memory latency and
thus remove the burden of hand-crafting dedicated memory management logic
from accelerator designers.
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5.2.2 Memory Architecture for Standalone Accelerators
CoRAM [33] is a memory architecture for FPGA-based accelerators. In CoRAM,
designers write control threads in a C-like language that manages the commu-
nication between DRAM and on-chip scratchpad memories. The data supply
framework proposed in this thesis differs from CoRAM in that we provide
a framework to automatically transform accelerators into a decoupled archi-
tecture, instead of relying on the designer to write application-specific control
threads manually.
LEAP [8] is a compiler framework that transforms accelerators that use
arbitrary-size scratchpads to use small caches backed-up by a memory hierar-
chy. It was later extended to handle prefetching [118] but can only use address-
based stream localization since accelerators do not have a PC. The data supply
framework proposed in this thesis can improve LEAP by providing better la-
tency tolerance using access/execute decoupling, and enabling more effective
prefetching by tagging memory accesses.
CHIMPS [86, 88] is a memory architecture and compilation framework for
FPGA accelerators that use many small, distributed caches implemented using
block RAMs. The cache coherence issue is avoided by statically partitioning the
memory address space between caches. Our data supply framework can work
with this many-cache architecture by connecting each memory unit to a cache
and use the same address partitioning technique. This can potentially lead to
better performance utilizing higher memory bandwidth.
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5.2.3 Memory Optimizations in High-Level Synthesis
Deep pipelining is an HLS technique that allocates extra pipeline stages for
memory operations in order to tolerate memory latency. However, in cache-
based accelerators, it may lower pipeline throughput as it always targets the
worst case even though most memory accesses are cache hits.
Tan et al. proposed to synthesize multithreaded pipelines with HLS to toler-
ate memory latency [106]. The approach mainly targets loop pipelining and al-
locates a thread for each iteration of a loop. Threads are switched out on a cache
miss and stored in a context buffer, and woken up to continue execution when
the memory response comes back. This approach achieves good speedup with
low resource overhead, but is only applicable to data-parallel kernels where
each loop iteration is independent. In contrast, our data supply framework is
applicable to more general programs.
Decoupled pipelining was first proposed as a technique to parallelize single-
threaded programs. DSWP [82] is a compiler framework that extracts coarse-
grained pipeline parallelism from single-thread code and executes using multi-
ple threads. The framework analyzes the program dependence graph and par-
titions the graph between threads. The threads communicate using message
passing. Later work [26] extended it to HLS where an accelerator is transformed
into multiple decoupled pipeline stages that communicate through FIFOs. As
a result, the impact of a variable-latency memory access can be limited to one
stage. Coarse-Grained Pipelined Accelerators (CGPA) [67] extends decoupled
pipelining by using multiple workers for pipeline stages that are parallelizable.
In comparison, our data supply framework uses DAE as the decoupling mech-
anism and combines hardware prefetching with decoupling to enable more ef-
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ficient data supply for accelerators.
5.3 Parallel Accelerators
Both general-purpose processors and accelerators need to exploit parallelism
to achieve good performance. There is a rich history of research on parallel
programming, and a number of proposals on generating parallel accelerators.
5.3.1 Task-Based Parallel Programming
Task-based parallel programming was first proposed in [19], and recently
gained popularity as the technology matures and with the introduction of lan-
guages and frameworks such as Cilk [62] and Intel TBB [93]. Task-based pro-
gramming has been shown to allow programmers to think at a higher level
in addition to its performance benefits such as matching parallelism to avail-
able hardware resources and improved load balancing. Carbon [59] implements
hardware task queues in a processor that can be accessed using special instruc-
tions. The parallel accelerator framework proposed in this thesis is inspired by
task-based parallel programming, but leverages it for designing hardware ac-
celerators. The framework includes a hardware architecture that implements
a task-based parallel computation model, and a unified language that can be
mapped to both accelerators and parallel software.
Work stealing was developed along with task-based programming and has
been extensively studied [16,17,93]. It has been shown to have provable bounds
in terms of the space and time needed for a parallel execution compared to serial
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execution [17], and also works well in practice. We implement work stealing in
hardware and show that it can efficiently distribute and balance load in parallel
accelerators.
5.3.2 Design Methodologies for Parallel Accelerators
Generating parallel accelerators from a high-level description was explored and
implemented in several languages and frameworks [11,28,44,54,58]. For exam-
ple, OpenCL [54] has been adopted for generating accelerators based on data
parallelism. Delite Hardware Definition Language (DHDL) [58] is a domain-
specific language for generating accelerators based on a collection of parallel
patterns. Liquid Metal [11] extends Java to support accelerators with pipeline
parallelism. Legup [28] supports a subset of POSIX threads. Kiwi [44] ex-
tends C# to generate accelerators with threads and channels. These existing
frameworks require parallelism to be specified at compile time and statically
scheduled. As a result, it is difficult to map dynamic or irregular algorithms
to these frameworks. The parallel accelerator framework proposed in this the-
sis supports dynamic parallelism with dynamic work generation and dynamic
scheduling, enabling mapping a wider range of algorithms and achieving good
load balancing.
A few prior studies explored dynamic parallelism in hardware. Li et al. [64]
propose to extract parallelism from irregular applications dynamically on FP-
GAs [64], but only supported limited pipeline parallelism. Our framework sup-
ports broader types of parallelism including data-parallel, fork-join, and general
task-parallel patterns, and also support scalable scheduling of dynamically gen-
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erated work on multiple processing elements using work stealing. Ramanathan
et al. [91] explored implementing software-based work stealing runtimes on FP-
GAs using OpenCL atomic operations, which incurs high performance and re-
source overheads. In contrast, we propose a hardware architecture that imple-
ments native support for work stealing, which is more efficient, more scalable,
and uses fewer resources.
5.4 Power Management for Systems with Time Constraints
Computing systems often employ power management techniques, which im-
proves energy efficiency by dynamically adjusting the performance level of a
system to match application demand. Power management techniques for in-
teractive or real-time systems also need to take into account the response time
requirements of such systems.
5.4.1 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a widely studied technique
for reducing the energy of computing systems. For applications without re-
sponse time requirements, simple interval-based scheduling algorithms [111]
are often used. For example, the Linux CPU power governors [18] are interval-
based. DVFS has also been studied in the context of hardware accelerators.
Linux implements interval-based governors in its devfreq framework [48] for
controlling DVFS of hardware accelerators. As with other reactive approaches,
interval-based scheduling algorithms do not work well for applications that
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have response time requirements, because their reactions lag behind the work-
load changes. In contrast, the proposed DVFS framework in this thesis is able
to predict the optimal DVFS level by look ahead into the upcoming workload.
Researchers have studied DVFS in the context of hard real-time systems.
One approach uses worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis of tasks to guide
DVFS settings [100]. Although it guarantees that deadlines are met, it can be
overly conservative since actual execution time can be much shorter than worst-
case execution time. As a result, this approach is limited to hard real-time sys-
tems where deadlines must be strictly met. Our framework targets interactive
and soft real-time systems which are more widely used in practice.
DVFS has been studied in the context of resource management in datacen-
ters to achieve energy proportionality, as well as controlling tail latency. PE-
GASUS [68] is a feedback-based DVFS controller that utilizes request latency
statistics to make power management decisions. However, it only responds
to slowly-changing workload variations. Adrenaline [53] uses workload met-
rics to predict tail queries for web services, and boosts DVFS levels accordingly.
A number of studies have also investigated using workload metrics to predict
the execution time in order to inform DVFS decisions for interactive games [46],
video decoding [95], and web browsing [119,120]. However, most of these stud-
ies use metrics that are application-specific and manually identified, which re-
quires domain experts to obtain and does not generalize to other applications.
In contrast, our framework obtains workload metrics with predictors automat-
ically generated using program analysis and transformation. As a result, our
framework does not require domain-specific knowledge to use. We have also
shown that our approach can sometimes generate predictors with the same or
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better quality than those obtained manually.
5.4.2 Execution Time Prediction
Worst-case execution time analysis is a well-studied topic in hard real-time sys-
tems [85] and has been applied to DVFS for these systems [100]. WCET tries
to calculate an upper bound of a job’s execution time under all possible inputs.
However, it does not estimate a job’s execution time given a specific input. In
contrast, the execution time prediction technique presented in this thesis is able
to predict input-dependent execution time variations.
Mantis [60] is an execution time prediction framework for smartphone appli-
cations, which uses automatically-extracted program features and thus is gen-
eral across different applications. The high-level approach of Mantis is similar to
our work. However, Mantis only considers software programs. Our work pro-
poses an execution time prediction framework for hardware accelerators and





This thesis introduces architectural frameworks that combine novel accelerator
architectures with automated design and optimization frameworks to enable design-
ing high-performance and energy-efficient accelerators with minimal manual
effort.
First, the thesis proposes a framework for automatically generating accel-
erators that can effectively tolerate long, variable memory latencies, which im-
proves performance and reduces design effort by removing the need to manu-
ally create data preloading logic. The framework leverages architecture mech-
anisms such as memory prefetching and access/execute decoupling, as well
as automated compiler analysis to generate accelerators that can intelligently
preload data needed in the future from the main memory.
Second, the thesis introduces a framework for building parallel accelerators
that leverages concepts from task-based parallel programming, which enables
software programmers to quickly create high-performance accelerators using
familiar parallel programming paradigms, without needing to know low-level
hardware design knowledge. The framework uses a computation model that
supports dynamic parallelism in addition to static parallelism, and includes
a flexible architecture that supports dynamic scheduling to enable mapping a
wide range of parallel applications and achieve good performance. In addi-
tion, we designed a unified language that can be mapped to both software and
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hardware, enabling programmers to create parallel software and parallel accel-
erators in a unified framework.
Third, the thesis proposes a framework that enables accelerators to per-
form intelligent dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) to achieve good
energy-efficiency for interactive and real-time applications. The framework
combines program analysis and machine learning to train predictors that can
accurately predict the computation time needed for each job, and adjust the
DVFS levels to reduce the energy consumption.
Our evaluation results show that the proposed frameworks allow designers
to productively create high-quality accelerators for a diverse range of applica-
tions with very little manual effort. We believe the thesis provides a promising
way to address the design complexity problem of accelerators, which is becom-
ing increasingly important as more and more applications will need to rely on
customized accelerators to achieve performance and energy-efficiency gains in
the future.
6.2 Future Directions
6.2.1 Compiler Support for Parallel Accelerators
The parallel accelerator framework proposed in this thesis requires program-
mers to describe the parallel computation using an explicit continuation passing
style. Although this facilitates an efficient hardware implementation, it requires
more effort compared to modern task-based parallel programming frameworks
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with compiler support (e.g., Cilk Plus) because programmers need to restruc-
ture the code and handle task input and output manually.
To further improve accelerator design productivity, an interesting direction
of future research is to investigate compiler support for the proposed frame-
work. For example, one approach is for the compiler to generate continuation
passing style code from a more traditional fork-join code. The compiler would
need to perform program analysis to determine the input and output of the
tasks, and perform code transformations to convert the code into a continuation
passing style. Another approach is to leverage existing work on supporting
parallel tasks in a compiler’s intermediate representation (IR), which embeds
logically parallel tasks in a program’s control flow graph [96]. The proposed
framework can then serve as a backend for the intermediate representation by
generating hardware from the IR.
6.2.2 Hybrid GPP-Accelerator Work-Stealing Architecture
In most of today’s systems, accelerators and the general-purpose processors
(GPPs) work separately on different tasks. Usually, the accelerators are con-
trolled by the GPPs. After launching a computation job on an accelerator, the
GPPs either need to be idle and wait for the job to complete, or find some other
work to do while waiting. This separation is inefficient because the processing
power of the GPPs is often left unused. Hence, one interesting research direc-
tion is to investigate enabling GPPs and accelerators to work collaboratively
on a problem. Task-based parallel programming provides a good foundation
for achieving this goal because it enables decomposing a problem into many
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tasks that can potentially run in parallel. Toward this direction, future research
can look into designing a hybrid software runtime and accelerator architecture
where the GPPs and accelerators can execute a task-based parallel program col-
laboratively using work stealing. In this architecture, the GPP cores can not only
steal tasks from other GPP cores, but also from the accelerator. Similarly, the ac-
celerator can also steal tasks from the GPP cores. In this way, the architecture
can achieve high utilization of the available computation resources. In addition,
because the accelerator may be better at processing certain types of tasks while
the GPPs are better at other types, it will be interesting to look into support task
affinity in the architecture, where programmers can express whether it is bet-
ter to execute certain tasks on the GPPs or accelerator, which the work-stealing
algorithm can take into account when scheduling the tasks.
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